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Edward J. Stolic, class of ’48 

speaks from experience when he says... 

“With U.S. Steel f holds 1 it .». Steel, my future holds interest, 

challenge and reward.” e 

From his graduation in 1948 with a pressors and water purification units. If you are interested in a challeng- 
B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineer- He feels that, “The engineer finds ing and rewarding career with United 

ing, until November of that year, many places to apply the knowledge States Steel, and feel you are quali- 

Edward Stolic worked as an operat- he garnered in school.” The men un- fied, further information is available 
ing trainee in the Irvin Works of der Edward Stolic are called on to from your college placement direc- 

United States Steel. Following his trouble shoot in any part of the mill. tor. Or, we will gladly send you our 
discharge from the Army in 1950, This calls for a wide variety of tal- informative booklet, ‘Paths of Op- 
he returned to work at U.S. Steel. In ents and leads Mr. Stolic to say: portunity.” Just write to United 

just 18 months, Mr. Stolic reached a “The steel industry has expanded States Steel Corporation, Personnel 
management position as Engineer- greatly, and with it the need for good Division, Room 1622, 525 William 

Lubrication. men.” Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

By mid-year 1953, Mr. Stolic was 

promoted to Foreman-Instrument 
Repair and Sub-Station. In a recent SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It’s a full-hour TV program 
interview he said: “Opportunities presented every other week by United States Steel. Consult 
for rapid advancement are almost your local newspaper for time and station. 

limitless in U.S. Steel.” At 27, Mr. 
Stolic is supervising a force of 30 

men in mechanical and electrical 
tests as well as instrument repair and 

maintenance of gas generators, com- 

AMERICAN BRIDGE . . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE 
OIL WELL SUPPLY . . TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 

UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. + UNION SUPPLY COMPANY * UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 6-02
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AKRON, OHIO—Resembling a huge | a 4 Be be La ol - 
watermelon, this new rubber and | ee A | el — oe Se 
fabric portable tank may revolution- | Lo —— 4 4 % fas ad 
ize fuel transport and handling. 4 Rael) | se a so 

Developed and manufactured by = ==  ¢ ea 
Goodyear, the Rolli-Tanker allows orl — og y we 
one man to haul 250 gallons of fuel bee : =e me | om a oo 

with a drawbar pull of only 35 Roa . os — 
pounds. Or, because of its very hea _ Py aS. : . oS . eo: 3 
low ground bearing pressure, the | - by Eo -— . | nr maa a 

Rolli-Tanker can be pulled behind a eo | cy Fe ff Se =] (ee 
. eactor or 7 “ * i 8 wo | Oe eS truck, tractor or other vehicle with- ce x Se eS 

out affecting its gross weight. eo ee ee 

Of great significance to farmers, of the greatest developments in and 26 plants in 19 foreign coun- 

contractors, the military and others industry—that helps create a world tries, Goodyear offers you the 
who muse use one fuel = of opportunity for you at Goodyear. know-how, experience and security 
ies in the remotest locations, the ‘aa _— . ‘ 

amazing Rolli-Tanker is another The Goodyear Management Train- Hg Tess) SUM Senay Ee 
example of the imaginative engi- ing Program for Technical Gradu- the world. 

a . . ates gives you the necessary solid For further information on your 
neering which has helped make s Z ae 

4 66 6 . foundation for rapid advancement career opportunities at Goodyear, 
Goodyear ‘“‘the greatest name in 7 2 . . 
rubber.” in a challenging technical career in contact your Placement Officer or 

. . . . . research and development, design write: Technical Personnel, Dept. 

It is this imaginative approach—this and production, sales and service. 806-W, The Goodyear Tire & Rubber 
freedom of thought and expression —_ With 27 plants in the United States | Company, Akron 16, Ohio. 
—encouraged by Goodyear Manage- 
ment, and supervised by Goodyear ‘ . 
angineers. who Haverpioneered some Goodyear Expansion Program Spells New Opportunities 

a sc sy wc Looking to the future, Goodyear has initiated a program for the expansion 

eee “oe Ah . of plant and distribution facilities, both in the United States and abroad — 

Bee 4 Ss it \ ee a program that will involve an expenditure of over 100 million dollars. 
Se ee ce . | . 
[_ c : ie wy eee ce What a world of opportunity this means for you and all young engineers 

FE ADN| Zolh% “ ie pee at Goodyear! For you may find that Goodyear’s future plans hold the key 

AGN | j Sacra ad to a great future for you, too. 

‘AVG ; ‘ 
Ay We: F a es There’s a world of opportunity at 
ey ers Ee [eee 1 7) 
aK? YY De ly 

Pe ee THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 
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many doors will be @ 

opened to you... a 
which will you enter 7%) Ff 2 | A @ KA) 
when you become an | MR t || fee 

i 

i 

e e 
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS for engineering careers 

at this magnificent new jet aircraft equipment plant 

: Make the right choice when you begin to invest your hard-won skill and 
‘ knowledge in engineering. Hamilton Standard offers a plant where initiative 

; and responsibility are encouraged ... where young men are in top manage- 
\ ment posts . . . an engineering staff which has been continuously expanding 

4 for 35 years ... a plant which has been judged one of the top 10 in the 

4 nation. You don’t just fill a position at H-S ... you commence a career! Some 
; of Hamilton's present projects include jet fuel controls, jet turbine starters, 
4 hydraulic pumps, air cycle and vapor refrigeration systems, controls and 

‘ accessories for nuclear engines, propellers for turbine and piston engines. 

; GRADUATE PROGRAM ... while at Hamilton Standard you will be encouraged 
: to take advantage of the company’s liberal tuition assistance plan and to 

pursue postgraduate studies at nearby Hartford Graduate Center of 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 

HAMILTON STANDARD Send for “YOU AND YOUR FUTURE” 
a . .. a colorful brochure picturing and describing all of the activi- 
wennmann ties and opportunities at H-S . .. plus information on the 

ee graduate engineering program. Write Mr. T. K. Bye, (key no.) 
Se Bradley Field Road, Windsor Locks, Connecticut. 

HAMILTON STANDARD 4 DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
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HAVE YOU AN INQUIRING IND? 

en 
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An important question f 
f 

. . . f / 
for engineering SeENLOTS ‘ ff 

MS 
( + 

mys 

T your answer is yes, you and General Motors may — So—if you have an inquiring mind that neither shrinks 

have a great deal to talk over. at a challenge nor balks at a chance—why not inquire 

‘ iti 2 
Chances are you’d fit in very well here at GM, and we'll about the opportunities at GM? 

tell you why. The man to see is your Placement Officer. Or write us 

No less an authority than General Motors’ President, _ directly. 

Harlow H. Curtice, has said that GM’s basic approach 

is the attitude of “the inquiring mind.” sm woeteociatene ww oes new eamameceneadie EE ES 2 Ge EGRESS 

Said Mr. Curtice: “This point of view is never satisfied — GM Positions Now Available in : 

with things as they are. It assumes that everything and : These Fields: : 

anything can be improved!” : ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING : 

Naturally, that kind of industrial philosophy shuts the — = MECHANICAL ENGINEERING : 

gate on complacency and opens the door for progress. METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING : 

: ; . : CHEMICAL ENGINEERING i 
It explains why GM leads in so many technical fields. : ABRONAUTICAL/ ENGINEERING : 

It also goes far toward telling why so many GM engi- —¢ INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING i 

neers succeed in building rewarding careers. CPE TTETTT tT rere eee 

Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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Cover subjects are (left to right) Jerry Martin, freshman electrical engineer from 

Business Manager Oshkosh, Wis., and the official button design of the 1956 Enginecring Exposition. 

C. Barclay Gilpin, met’57 I to. 
| rontispiece 

Advertising Manager The Big Scoop—This Paul Bunyan among excavators rips 90 tons from the carth 
Robert Walter, met’57 at a single bite. The machine is 100 times larger than the average power shovel and 

> half again as large as any other. For a new development in power supply, power from 
| @ 5000 kva 69,000-6900 portable substation runs through a trailing cable to the shovel. 

Staff | GE motors provide more than 4000 hp.—Courtesy General Electric. 
> | 

Alfred Hubbell, m’57 | MEMBER: OF 
Caroline Karel, m’56 | 
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Bruce Davidson, Civil Engineering Entered as second class matter September 26, 1910, at the Post Office at Madison, 
John C. Weber, Electrical Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at a special rate 
Engineering of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 

Howard B. Doke, Mechanical | Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering 
Drawing | Journal Association, 331 Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

J. A. Gage, Mechanical | Subscription Price 
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At Ramo-Wooldridge today there exists a wide range ; ee. { 
of projects intended to aid aircraft in navigating to the eo , - 
vicinity of targets, finding the targets, destroying them, we , 0 
and returning safely to base. Work is under way in such ee ———— 
fields as infrared and microwave detection, information i 6 “ span 
display, communication and navigation, and analog and Simulators in computing center a Me " + : * 

soe digital computing. Some projects are in the laboratory pe 
development stage, some in the flight test stage, some wae . in pilot production. Positions are available for scientists and engineers 

m F . in these fields of current activity: 

Good progress is being made in the establishment of Bisitat Com nutore cnet Coritrol Systems 
facilities and operational patterns that are well tailored Airborne Electronic and Control Systems 
to the unique requirements of advanced electronic GuIed Mgals REGEN a DeUSep EE systems work, Automation and Data Processing 

Basic Electronic and Aeronautical Research 

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation 
5730 ARBOR VITAE STREET, LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 
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ame EER Ran, For Graduate Engineers, the Sky is the Limit in 
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oe clit Ss TET see ee a Z Z, 
meamervanaconoen Missile Careers with Sperry 
RUNNER OF TODAY’S GUIDED MISSILES 

Study the list above and you'll find that here at Sperry we 

are engaged in every phase of engineering necessary for missile 

development. Since 1916 when Sperry developed the first 

pilotless aerial torpedo for the Navy, we have specialized in all 

the arts required for the missiles of today — and tomorrow. 

Currently Sperry is putting its capabilities to work in six GYBOSCOPE COMPANY 

major missile systems-— of all types—ranging from complete New ¥. 
Great Neck, New Yori 

systems’ cognizance to major sub-system responsibility. NEN Ve 

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 
If you are interested in getting into missile engineering or 

want to specialize in any of the phases of engineering listed CLEVELAND NEW ean BROOKLYN 
LOS ANGELES + SAN FRANCI + EA 

above — see the Sperry representative when he visits IN BRNABKE “ABE na GYRORCOBE .COMBANY 

your school—or write now to JU. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyroscope OF CANADA, LIMITED, MONTREAL, QUEBEC 

Company, Section 1B5. 
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Architects and Consulting Engincers: Guerezs, Vauier, INc., Detrorr IRR Dose Ly L | 
General Contractor: H. K. Fercuson Co., CLEVELAND fas i 
Mechanical Contractor: STANLEY Carter Co., DerRoit ae 7 7 
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JENKINS VALVES |] =o 
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The new Continental Division plant of the Ford LO Lon Si es < =] i 
Motor Co. has been built with every facility oe Rhiaiy fe See Ale 

. eS oa el See ft See 
keyed to an avowed purpose . . . producing ‘Wp, ' =: we 2 ae 

‘i oo eld 5 7 ot 1 
America’s finest motor car. a a awe 

All lected t the highest So Ae 
components were selected to meet the highes' THE JENKINS VALVES installed in the Continental Division 

standards of performance, Jenkins Valves control plant include many sizes of globe, angle, gate, and check 
the intricate network of pipelines so essential to valves. The above illustration shows Jenkins Valves installed 
modern plant operation. on condensate return pump lines. 

Confidence in the time-proved efficiency, ee 
: i a rrtr—i—sr—~—“‘“‘“ rss economy, and safety of Jenkins Valves is the  ——rrt—<“<i‘—‘“‘“COOWOUO!Um!DUmOUCUCO 

reason why they are chosen for so many of the VTIVATWVOINT 1 | 
news-making structures that are pacing the ad- PRIN KIN = oo. 

: : eras NIN DINO. vance in modern plant design, e woe ee i 
A : : . CCC CAOOK FoR THE Jencins MO For all cost-wise builders, the Jenkins Diamond Co a. oe ee oN 

is a reliable guide to lasting valve economy. a JAL fe Hq : ECO > : rey. a, 2 : P| 
Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Ave., New York 17. 8 a L - /- | 

_— oo mrrrr—~—r——C“*ENN,— Ck 

SOLD THROUGH PLUMBING-HEATING AND INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS 
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SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

AT LOCKHEED MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION 

™ ‘i _x.0U ll ae 
3 = oe ode —e eo FF 

) Zz so —CrlULCUL / 

fo. 2 a SSS 

i. @. : | << ee — : 

; i | 0 | \ oe | cg» Charles W. Goedecke, 
a tom - ye Y _ Electronic Design Group 
4 a of] og i: Engineer, Emerson M. Hoyt, 
bs bsg y i ; , Electronic Research Specialist, 
oy va \ q and George L. Larse, head 

: ee \ _ a of Electronic Systems 
son 7 ;{\ 4 — r . Development in the Flight 

a We “ae ; E Test Electronics Department, 
be - “ aa Fs = discuss important aspects 
_ a a ’ 4 , e of new electronic command 
ae — oY i decoding devices for 
. 2 / > i 4 —_ Pom s&s missile guidance systems. 

ow = / : - ann ay oS 
od - ae i ERE ~ Oe . 

4 Py NN ay vyN a 4 J 

MISSILE ELECTRONICS 

DATA TRANSMISSION LINKS SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS 

rr ! : i: 
The advancement of missile systems technology | Command guidance involving the development and 

can be measured to a great extent by increasing demands | application of radio frequency components, video 8 'y 8 Ss : : 
imposed on the ability of electronic systems and amplifiers, pulse circuitry, decoding and control devices. 

components engineers. | Automatic data processing equipment involving analog- 
P 8 ° | to-digital conversion circuitry; electronic and magnetic 

Electronic problems encountered in hypersonic flight, I storage components; pulse and timing circuitry 

particularly at high ambient temperatures, require creative I of all types. 

efforts and coordination of a high order from engineers Data inansenision ae telemetry involving aevelopipeit 
2 on , : . and application of antennas, transducers, oscillators, 
in fields of radar, guidance, telemetry and instrumentation. | VHF transtnittars and receivers: 

New developments at Lockheed Missile Systems Division | Those possessing keen interest in both.systems and 

offer a wide variety of assignments in the following fields: | component development are invited to write. 
t 

Sedbbeel MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION research and engineering staff 

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION VAN NUYS+ CALIFORNIA
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pn rE The Engineer Serves an Important Role in Encouraging 
P ¥ ag High School Students to Prepare for Engineering Careers 

| . , “We are aware that good — utilized. Such waste is assumed to be less in privileged 
Pa engineers must come from urban areas than in smaller school systems with more 
| ES nae soundly educated students restricted facilities. Thus the basic problem, according 

: ae from our high schools, and that to Prof, Brown, is to devise a broad structure within 
bet a we will neither provide enough which an individual high school, no matter what its 
co ue engineers nor those of highest size, can maintain the function of reducing and elimi- 

oe quality unless we encourage nating the waste of its mentally gifted students. 
and motivate our DEOMI e Preliminary findings in the initial study indicated the 

xoung boys in the high schools to start preparation thr feasibility of setting up a plan for the selection of engineering and the sciences early in their careers, Oey = oe : a Dean F. Wendt wrote in the 1954-55 Engineering Ex- mentally gifted students in the first year of high school. 
. ys , ere Teaching methods, guidance, and motivation for these periment Station Annual Report. 4 On 

selected students are being geared to the findings from 
In this issue, the Wisconsin Engineer once again pre- pilot study now in progress. Additional phases of 

sents a special section devoted to bringing an aware- the identification of the selected students will be devel- 
ness of enginecring and its opportunities to the high oped on each year level until aptitudes can be corre- school students of the state. As Dean Wendt pointed lated with interests for final motivation and profes- 
out, we must encourage and motivate high school stu- sional guidance, 
dents early in their academic careers so that they may 

prepare themselves for engincering training in college. How the plan will be applied to the individual school 
Although it was the custom to distribute only the High Will become a local problem to be studied and solved School issue to the high schools of the state, during 5, terms of immediate conditions in the school. The 
the past two years a copy of every issue of the Wiscon- University of Wisconsin College of Engineering is to 
sin Engineer has been sent free i each high school act as a center of information, advice, cooperation, and 
in Wisconsin; In this way, the Engineer plays a part In assistance for the high schools, but will set up no admin- 
a large and Important program ‘0 epeouaEe youne istrative policies. The college will also establish a cen- 
DOE 10 DARERNE TOF RAEEMISONE Canes ter for scholastic data and facts on the superior stu- 

Recognition of the need for developing good poten- dents identified in the high schools. 
tial engineers in the high schools prompted the College ; ; 
of Engineering, in conjunction with the Experiment Resources will be available, under such an organi- 
Station, to establish a program ultimately aimed at find- zation, for supplementing and bolstering what a high 
ing, developing, and conserving our most important school is doing for its mentally gifted students or for 
natural and_ intellectual resource—gifted young men _ helping inaugurate what the school may aspire to do. 
and women of superior intellectual ability. This pro- This long-range program, we think, is a logic! plan 

Sra, Was inaugurated uw September, ie? Ser he for reducing the shortage of engineers and scientists. 
directorship. of Professor iC. ML. Brown. It strikes the problem at its source. Undoubtedly this 

The project has proceeded with the assumption that program is long overdue, but we are glad to see that 
the shortage of man-power in governmental and indus- jt has been initiated here in Wisconsin and that the 

trial fields of strategic importance is a result of a waste Engineer plays a part in that plan. We of the staff 
in high school of mentally superior students who are would be happy to think that we had played a part 
the potential leaders for all professional fields. in the solution of such a great state and national prob- 

Prof. Brown explains that waste in high school means lem, and so pledge our continued support by provid- 
the failure to encourage and motivate superior stu- ing the high schools of the state with copies of our 
dents so that their intellectual gifts are never fully magazine. RAH. 
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by Jim Schilling, e59 

The new revolution that is taking place in technology Notice that this binary system is unusually appro- 
today is completing the Industrial Revolution that priate for the requirements of an electronic computer. 
started more than a century ago. First came the mecha-_ The two symbols of 0 and 1 can be represented simply 
nization and electrification of brawn and now we have as the on or off of a vacuum tube, a transistor, or the 
the mechanization and electrification of brains. And at flux density of a magnetic core, to name a few examples. 
the heart of this 20th century revolution is the elec- With these 2 states representing the binary symbols, 
tronic computer, a machine that can read and write numbers and characters of the English language can 
and perform mathematical manipulations a thousand be represented in a computer memory. Thus it takes 
and even a million times faster than the human mind. a combination of 5 off and on symbols to represent a 

These electronic computers fall into one of two letter of the alphabet, and each number can be repre- 

families, either analog or digital. Historically, it was sented by an appropriate sequence of I’s and (’s. 

the analog computer that came first, and the famous The binary number system, then, is the method used 

“mechanical brain” of Vannevar Buch at M.LT. was in the digital computer to handle and process informa- 
of this type. In the analog computer, problems are tion, And that brings us to the subject of this article, 
solved by representing mathematical information as dis- the computer memory and how it utilizes the simplicity 
tances, voltages, or currents, and although the analog of the binary system. The memory or information stor- 
computer is satisfactory for the less complex control age unit is the heart OF the computer sad tha: history 

processes, there is a limit to its accuracy and scope. In of computer development is mainly the history of the 
the digital computer, however, answers are not meas- memory unit. This core of the digital computer serves 

ured, they are counted, and because of its higher refine- ag g storage place for both data and instructions that 
ments of calculation and versatility, the digital com- aye fed into the machine, and it also holds completed 
puter is receiving most of the attention of today’s com- computations until they are needed. For convenience, 

puter engineers. 

In order to understand the tremendous possibilities 

that the digital computer seems to offer, let’s first ex- 
amine the way in which such a computer handles in- . —— ‘ 

formation. This is done through the use of a system that ( ie a eH 3 

is simplicity itself, the binary number system any num- pee a 
ber can be represented by using the number 2 as a base. S| lige ok) 
Expressed mathematically, we know that any positive | De a | 
number can be obtained from the series: Co : | eu 

a, b™? + a, b™? +... + an., b? + a, b® _ a iC ar: =a @ =e r i 

where b is the base of the system used i / a : Le i | 

a is any integer such that O<a=b-1 : a || | : 
n is the number of terms in the series required Ce : | mae | | : 

to represent a given integer _ _ _ | | ir iy 

For example, if b is allowed to equal 10, then (a) ——— Re as Le | 3 ] 

would range from 0 to 9 and we have our common iG 2 | le | ie 
decimal system. In the binary number system, then, u | a | é 
we let b be equal to 2 and a is restricted to either 0 or 1. i || \* i 

Using this notation, with base 2, we would represent : ij ee bd I 

the number 21 by using 5 terms as: | ee 

21 equals 1x2* + 0x2* + 1x2? + 0x2! + 1x2” _caiileay, nee 

And because of the fixed exponents of our base 2, we This magnetic tape unit is one of the type that is used 

can further simplify this notation to 10101 where the ae Deas apace memories oe computers, i 
coefficient of the most significant term is placed first. 5 million charactew, 
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> bY ‘AS " Peg, other opened. This represents the familiar on-off state 
\ . ly, ee OTE that is so convenient for electronic computers. However, 

oe A ¥ we <r oe ; the ENAIC took 100 such double circuits to spell out a 

V7 a es w- py mnt 10-digit number, and its inner memory was only equiv- 

hy We ~ a \ alent to 27 English words. For this and other reasons, 

[ > ae f} p | nothing exactly like the ENIAC computer will ever be 
f DL Bs lN Pe oat] : built again. / 

a e Pa) ne SS ; The limitations of the vacuum-tube toggle circuit 
~ or [% ‘ 8 IS [" , forced engineers to find other ways of providing a high- 

se la ‘4 Tk /} speed memory system for computers. One of the first 

7 Pg > i was the mercury memory, which came out of wartime 
cS 43 4 2 e A radar, Here information is stored in a tube of mercury 

s wa () : Ai by first converting electrical pulses representing infor- 
lS » oe Ah /S > w mation into sound waves, and then cycling it thru the 

“~~. ae b fee LE . Ae mercury. A quartz crystal at one end of the mercury 

=: we. 4 a "8 4 tube converts the pulse to slow-moving sound waves 
Se . i% , @ /) " /} ~ and a similar crystal at the receiving end converts the 

7 bo 4S , 7. Aw a pulse back to electricity. Because of the slowness of 

by Ce! AS Sa Sy wi sound waves, a mercury delay tank with a 18 inch path 
—Courtesy IBM allows the storage of about 1,345 information pulses, 

Arrays of magnetic cores such as these are the latest each spaced Y4 of a micro-second apart. (this is for 
and most promising development in the field of the mercury at a temperature of 65 degrees. ) These pulses 

immediate recall section of an electronic memory. These ‘i i i's 
cores, each about the size of the head of a pin, can are recirculated indefinitely through the mercury tube 

recall information in a few millionths of a second. until an electronic gate opens and switches the signal 
to some other circuit. 

Several of the earlier well-known UNIVAC com- 

let's divide the various memories that are needed in a puters used this type of inner memory, and by using 

digital computer into three classes. 100 mercury tubes, had a capacity of 2,800 English 

First of all we have the inner, high-speed memory words. However, the mercury-delay system lacks one 
unit that is used to store information that is in current of the most important inner-memory requirements, in- 

use. This inner memory must be erasable. However, it stant accessibility. The signals are not available to the 
is expensive to build a system with almost instant acces- computer while they are cycling through the mercury 

sibility and therefore the high-speed memory of a com- as sound waves, and not until the desired pulse has 
puter is usually small, with perhaps a 1,500 to 6,500 reached the receiving crystal and is converted to an 

English word capacity. Supplementing this system is electrical pulse again, can the calculations continue. 

the second class of memories, the intermediate speed. The average delay that this restriction causes is about 

Such a memory may be a thousand times slower than _ half of the total time that it takes for the pulse to travel 
its high speed partner, but it has a much larger capac- through the mercury. In the case mentioned this is 

ity, probably fro 10,000 to 100,000 English words. This about 115 mircoseconds, which is a long time for a 

intermediate system is also erasable. The third and last computer. 

class of computer memories supplements the other two After exploring the possibilities of the mercury- 

with a capacity of perhaps 100 million English words. delay tank, computer designers turned to a new type 

Such a memory is required for machines that must keep of high-speed memory based on the cathode-ray tube. 

large files, such as the subscription lists of a magazine, Here information is stored in the forms of dots of 
but for this tremendous capacity we lose rapid erasa- charge on the cathode-ray screen produced by the 

bility and must be satisfied with very slow access to tube’s electron beam. The “dot” information is read 

data. off the screen by directing another beam of electrons 
OF these three memory classes, the high-speed inner to the wanted information and noting where the elec- 

memory is receiving the greatest amount of attention tron emission of the screen produces signal pulses. 

from the computer engineer. One of the first forms This pulse represents a charged dot of information. 

developed was the vacuum-tube toggle circuit of and it takes only about 12 to 20 micro-seconds for the 

ENIAC, the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Com- dot to be noted and used in the computer's calcula- 

puter, ENIAC which was built during wartime for the — tions. One such cathode-ray memory that was built had 
Army Ordance Department, was the first modern com- 40 tubes with a pattern on each screen that was 32 
putor. Its toggle circuits consisted of pairs of vacuum by 32 dots square. This gave a memory of about 1,350 

tubes connected so that when one tube of the pair was English words and should have been very serviceable. 
carrying current, the other could not. Then when a cir- - However, the tubes were so delicate that it was almost 

cuit receives another current pulse, the toggle reverses, impossible to keep the memory system in working 

and the tube that admitted current is closed, and the — order. 
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One of the most promising high-speed devices being eee 

studied today uses tiny rings of magnetic material, ee i eee ace : EE aa 

called magnetic cores. These cores are toroidal and are i | a i " fod 
made of ferrites such as powdered manganese or nickel- | 4 i a a | ‘| . eo 

zine ferrite powder. Each is coiled so it can receive a E| | | te | aa la 

desired current pulse and resultant flux density, B. P| eee | ’ : L 

These cores store information through the direction of b ‘waters —— | oon ae 

their magnetic flux density. Thus when a core is mag- | ee — Roe | Babe: 

netized in one direction, it represents O, and magnet- el Ay a ' ee 4 i. 

ized in the opposite direction, it represents 1. To under- | een ee - : fo. 
stand the action of these new ferrite cores, we must — a ae TE 

first look at the regularity of their hysteresis loop. In | Pa He Lp 

such a core, with the loop on a standard B versus H | i be |! 

plot, we assume that the core is intially at the H equals Ue - Pog 
O state, which gives a residual —B value that we will oy | 

call B,. Then when a plus pulse of current is passed . = ee 
thru the core, the flux density B will rise and H will ob Ec 

also rise as the current forces the core to the peak of 
its hysteresis loop, at a point where H and B have . : = Renrtesy ABS 
their maximum value. Then when the current is re- oe fees ot iene Doe ines: reasigine She acet 

moved, the flux density will fall back to H equals O Data is recorded and stored on the drum surface in 

again, but this time at a residual value of plus B that the form of magnetized spots, and recall takes place at 

we will call +B,. In this condition a 1 is said to be thesrate; of 29,000;characters perssecond: “These particu: 
. lar drums each have a capacity of 60,000 characters. 

stored in the core. Now we can change this state of 

the core by applying a negative pulse_of current voltage e will be induced in the signal coil of the 

through the core winding that will Cause Hand B to core, Note that in the coils where a O was already 

fall, this ume: fo) their negative SAE values, in- stored, no switch took place and hence no e was in- 

stead of their plus maximum values. Again if we re- duced. Thus a pattern of currents will flow from the 

move the pulse of current, H will return to O and B memory that is identical to the pattern that was origi- 
will again be at a negative B,. This condition repre- nally stored. This information can now be used by the 
sents a O stored in the core, Note that in this state, no computer in its calculations. 7 

amount of negative current can change the coil’s mes- The magnetic core memory. system: uses: an’ array of 

sage. It is O until a plus current is passed thru the core these tiny cores that are arranged in rows and columns 
winding, . oa, to form memory banks. Because of their reliability 

In the actual high-speed magnetic memories of this and strong signal voltages, this type of memory looks 
type, there are two windings on each magnetic core. very promising for the high-speed systems of digital 

One winding receives the current that stores either a computers. Remington Rand currently uses this t pe 
1 or a O in the core, and this same pulse of current in- of daner mematy i theik HOw UNIVAC GOnIpiiters: 

duces a signal voltage in the other core winding. This Such a memory has a capacity of 2,000 English words 
voltage is induced because of the large rate of change aa @ total nowess tine ok 40 microseconds: 

of flux that occurs through the flow of the current oo. ” 
i (Continued on page 66) 

pulse. This is: 

e = —Nd¢ ee) - 
dt . S S 

where e is the voltage induced in the coil ee a og 

N is the number of turns in the coil ©) —~— Q 

¢ is the flux in each turn in webers og ; " . ( Ly Cane oe 

This voltage e then signals the computer circuit that a os a a L aon eee <> 

1 or a O has been stored. iy a aly ¥ 7 

It can now be seen how useful such a system of i bd . ao 

cores can be as a memory device. Suppose that a eo Seo 
sequence of plus and minus pulses are read into a 

line of cores to represent a number, such a 10101 which i ! 

represents 21. These digits will remain stored in the ae 

core until the information is needed. Then a negative : 

pulse of current is applied though the core windings ; : Courtesy’ Remington Rand 

and all the 1’s will switch to O’s but the O’s will not wee eon Se ee te ae en 
be changed. Wherever such a switch took place, a tio isstored, for instantaneous: access. 
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Sound and the Motion Pi ound and the otion Ficture 

by Richard J. Quentmeyer, m’56 

During the late 1880's engineers and scientists set synchronize the sound with the picture. The machine 
out to find a means of making motion pictures. Up to was put into commercial use in 1913, but it was so 
this time still pictures were the only means of capturing crude that it was soon abandoned by the public. 

life. Although little was heard about sound movies by the 
One method of producing motion pictures was to put public from 1906 to 1926, except for Edison’s Camera- 

pictures on movable glass plates which proved to be phone which was abandoned almost as soon as it was 
futile because the high speeds at which the plates put into commercial use, great progress was made by 
would be required to move would break the glass. scientists and engineers in the perfection of sound 
Another method was that of putting pictures on semi- movies. 
transparent rolls of paper. This method also proved to Early motion picture cameras and projectors were 
be of little value, for not enough light could be pro- operated by means of a hand crank which caused the 
jected through the paper to produce a picture on a motion picture to be jerky. The hand cranks were re- 
screen. placed by electric motors which made it possible to 

In 1898 George Eastman developed the process of photograph and project pictures at a constant speed. 
photographing pictures on celluloid film. Upon hearing Another problem which confronted engineers was 
this, Thomas Edison obtained a strip of film and in- that of amplifying sound so that an entire theater 
vented the first motion picture projector which he audience could hear the sound accompanying a movie. 
called the Kinetoscope. The machine was nothing more This problem was solved in 1907 by Dr. Lee Forest 
than a box into which one looked through a peep-hole who invented the vacuum amplifying tube. 
and saw moving pictures by turning a crank. This In 1921 the Bell Telephone Company, General Elec- 
marked the beginning of motion pictures. tric Company, and the American Telephone and Tele- 

The invention of the Kinetoscope induced Edison to graph Company joined in the development of sound 
attach his phonograph to the machine so that one could — movies using all the principles of the radio, telephone 
hear music while viewing the moving pictures inside. and telegraph. 
Since the phonograph required the use of earphones, Another major development came in 1922 when Theo- 
and only one person could view the Kinetoscope at adore Case and Earl Sponable developed the AEO tube, 
time, the machine was abandoned. which we know as the photo-electric cell, while work- 

In 1898 Edison invented what he called the Camera- ing on substances extremely sensitive to light. They 
phone. This was a motion picture projector that could discovered that sound vibrations could be picked up 
project the pictures on a screen. To this Edison attached by the AEO tube and converted to light variations 
his phonograph by means of a belt in an attempt to which could be photographed on film. 

Aecoraing Sound Op 
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The First Successful Sound Movie Big. s4s 

In 1926 Warner Brother's Pictures made the first suc- 

cessful sound movie. They had a machine called the . QE Bis 7 
Vitaphone, which they were licensed to use by the o |S. nN IEE | 

Western Electric Company. This machine consisted of o se ce oO 
phonograph records which accompanied the picture. ° (eae ETO 

The records were made to synchronize perfectly with o a B/ 4 elo 
the movie projector and were made at a very slow speed ols 82 ds 
so that there was enough sound on one record to a | ax a Oo SLs ; iD 

accompany one reel of film. The method was eventu- o Sb o =10 

ally done away with because the records required too o Ww elo o Be) ay = b 

much handling to be shipped with the film. Also, the G SS’ o ols ae o 
records were breakable which made them impractical a 6 o ew o 
to use. o 10 

. . . , - Qi\giv ’ ,)B egy pee 
After the invention of the AEO tube, a means of V- 2a Oo}. a! ies, | 

recording the sound directly on the film was developed. a ol t °| & 2  A46 
In January of 1927 the Fox Film Corporation used this oS 7ja > (SE) 

method to make their first sound movie. The method a a 

proved to be so superior to any other method of com- a © 22 1a 
bining sound and motion pictures that it is still used a ‘ OF a Fig. 5. 

today. a 4% iy a) . 

The recording of the sound on film was also superior Qa a D 5 

to the disc method in that sounds could be recorded in al{! 2-7 7] a ° o 
greater frequency ranges on film. The disc method o a | uo ao a 
allowed the recording of frequencies ranging from 100 o “lo 5 a 
to 4000 cycles per second, but with the use of sound-on- n p] o 0 
film recordings, the recording frequencies ranged from Ce, ° a 

100 to 6000 cycles per second, which made any audible oo o 

sound recordable. Fig. 2. a o 
Oo oO 

The Recording of Sound on Film 9 5 

The recording of sound on film is done as follows: o 5 

“The voice of an actor or singer before the camera oly o 

is picked up by a microphone, a highly sensitive de- on ex Se Jo Oo © 
velopment of the telephone receiver. This sets up a eB Oo D 

delicate, fluctuating current, the waves of which corre- © 4 oe Fa <|5 5 2 

spond to the vibrations of the diaphragm setting them o 2 s $|9 
up. These currents are amplified by tubes, and the re- oe > ja 8 

sulting amplified, fluttering current carried to the re- Om 5 Fig. 6. 

cording machine. Here it passes through a light-valve, Om _|e Thy 
composed of two thin metallic ribbons operating in a os W a 3 e045 

magnetic field, with a space between them through of ie ? o off P ge le 

which a beam of light passes. A moving photographic of ml o ‘@ jo 
film passes before this slit, and the tiny strip of light oa cs: ~\p5 olf] "e 7 lo 
that falls on it is widened or narrowed as the ribbons of & , . ) b o o 
vibrate to the electrical impulses of the coil, thus = 2% 0 OV pe. _\o 

opening or closing the slit. Developed, this film now 7 Ee yg? oO WIL): Oo 
carries a strip of exposed surface, in alternating dark on B o ~ a) “lo 

and light spaces, according to the light admitted ofl a —~ = )5 Oo ed 
through the variations of the valve. In the “movietone” o D 
process these striations are horizontal, and are called Fig. 3. o q t ) o 

“variable density” striations, because of their different o ee 9 

densities or transmissions. In the Photophone process 5 o 

the light modulating device flutters in a horizontal o Po? 5B 
direction, exposing the moving strip from one side, thus of a 5 
giving a series of “hills and valleys” on black and white al o 
along the edge of the sound track. This is known as the off Bb 
“variable area” track. if ~~ 
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Figure 1 shows how sound is recorded on film. Fig- must be added to the film after the photography has 

ures 2 and 3 show the difference between a variable been completed. 
density and variable area sound track. 

During the filming of a scene, the camera and sound Combining the Sound Tracks and 
recorder operate independently of each other. The re- the Picture Films 
corder contains negative film which travels through the After the sound effects, dialogue, and music sound 
machine at a rate of 90 feet per minute. After the film tracks are recorded, they must be combined in the cut- 
is developed, it is a negative film containing only the ting room. In the cutting room the sound and picture 
sound track along one edge of the film. Likewise, the films are cut, changed around, and rechanged to what- 
film in the motion picture is also negative. When this ever position the recording engineer desires. The pic- 

film is developed, only the picture is contained on the ture and sound films are on negative film up to this 

film. Figure 4 shows a developed negative film, while point. 

figure 5 shows the developed negative sound film. In order to synchronize the final sound track with the 
picture film, a “clapper” boy will have been employed 

Different Types of Sound Films during the photographing of the picture and the re- 
cording of the dialogue. The clapper is made of two 

There are three different sound tracks made for each pieces of wood hinged at one end. When the photo- 

movie. The only sound that is recorded at the same graphing of a scene starts, the clapper is banged to- 

time that the picture is photographed is that of the gether in front of the camera. By observing when the 

dialogue. This is done to insure absolute synchroniza- clapper is closed, on the developed film, and by ob- 

tion of the lips of the actors with the sound on the serving the distinct mark made on the sound film by 

film. A second sound track contains the sound effects. the clapper, the picture and sound films can be accu- 

These are such sounds as doors closing, firing of guns, rately combined in the cutting room. Since the picture 

ringing of bells, ete.; they are added after the movie head on the projector is above the sound head, the 
has been photographed. As a rule, realistic sounds can gound_ track is placed nineteen and one-half frames 

be made by artificial ways just as well as using the ahead of the picture to insure the synchronization of 
real sound. A third sound track contains the musical the sound and the picture. 

accompaniment which is also made after the movie has After the negative sound and picture films are com- 
been photographed. This allows the recording engi- pined on one film, a final positive print is made. Figure 
neer to mix the music with the dialogue as he sees fit. ¢ shows a final positive picture film with the sound 
Another reason that the musical score is added later track along the left side. 
is that it would be impractical to have a recording 

orchestra on the picture set while photographing the Producing the Sound from the Picture Film 

action. The producing of the sound from the sound track is 

Slow motion sound movies were made possible by just the reverse of the recording process. An exciter 
the use of the independent sound recorder. Slow motion lamp in the sound head of the projector focuses a nar- 

pictures must be photographed at double the normal row strip of light on the sound track of the film as it 
speed of 90 feet per minute; then when the projector passes through the projector. The variations or densi- 

is operated at normal speed, the action appears just ties of light which are caused by the irregularity of 
half its original speed. For this reason, the sound track the sound track are picked up by a photo-electric cell 

which converts the light variations 

into electrical impulses. These im- 
pulses are amplified and converted to 

ote Prctures the original sound. Figure 7 shows 

the process of producing sound from 
(ay le motion pictures. 

o bbe | ¥ * 
2 . aie Photo Llectrve The Coming of Cinemascope 

ies) A, Coy The coming of Cinemascope has 
Aa) brought many changes in sound 

Lucier ibe | equipment cameras, lenses, and 

nile) Y Speaker screens; also the addition of more 
| than one sound track on a film, but 
— the recording of sound on film is es- 

Film eh aoe | Di md sentially the same today as it was 

Kisbe'l back in 1927 when the Fox Film Cor- 
Ampliier poration made its first sound movie 

by recording the sound directly on 
Fig. 7. the film. END 
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How to make an exception prove a rule 
‘TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS is rapid in the petro- and coke. It paid off spectacularly when catalytic 

leum industry. Few processes have a chance to cracking was invented and these giant new units 
“grow old” on the job. Most are killed off through began calling for feed. It paid off again when the 
the combined efforts of thousands of scientists diesel locomotive came along to put the heavy oil 
working constantly to improve everything we do, burning steam locomotive out of business. 
make or use in our business. Dr. Robert E. Wilson, chairman of the board of 

Every now and then, though, we experience a Standard Oil today, was the inventor of delayed 
happy exception to this rule. That occurs when a coking. Almost all of the young scientists who 

new development not only meets the immediate worked with him in its development are still with 
need but also provides the right answer to situa- Standard too, in responsible positions requiring 
tions yet unforeseen. their special skills. 

Twenty-five years ago last August a process Young scientists in research and engineering at 
known as “delayed coking’? was invented. The Standard Oil today find it satisfying to see their 
new process made a quicker, cleaner job of con- creative efforts translated into valuable product 

verting heavy residual oil into gasoline, gas oil, and process improvements. 

Standard Oil C STAND tandar 1 Ompany (stanparD 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois 
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NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD 

a. “ : 2 , <a fee 

sti‘ | ae NS 
tl iia “I a 

—— rt—<“‘iOOOCOC‘C‘C;C )] .  ¥ oo 

Sy (09 fs Ys 

: | At North American— 

cout 4 Graduates, undergraduates— A North American representative will be 

pee | a on your campus soon. He will give you complete details on the hundreds 
3 ve ~ : 
dice: | Ba of openings these expanding fields create: Arrcrarr: the Korea-famed 

eg fe el a F-86 Sasre Jet, the record-smashing F-100 Super Sasre, and Airborne 

Ysa ory nt . Vehicles of the Future. Guipep Missites: the SM-64 Navano Interconti- 

bei Pee ig oa 4 nental Guided Missile. ELecrro-MrecuanicaL Controts: fire controls, 

eee ee Ls automatic navigation systems, flight control computers — for aircraft and 

Ls missiles. ENcinEs: lightweight, high-thrust rocket engines for the NavaHo 

_ and for other missile programs. Aromic Enercy: the development of 

Lo nuclear reactors for research, medicine and power. 

Ee — North American engineers work in top-level teams, share in a liberal 

— aegis ! i Patent Award Program, a highly successful Suggestion Award Plan and 

LEON vege g Co a a | many other unexcelled job benefits. 

ee Bee TY 4 . . 

es ef ’ : See the North American Representative at your school...or write: 

ee : CD Mr. Stevenson, Dept. 56-CM | Mr. Kimbark, Dept.9120-CM __ Mr. Pappin, Dept. 56-CM 
oe ee ~~ Engineer Personnel Office Engineer Personnel Office Engineer Personnel Office 
a eS ae Sy North American Aviation North American’s Missile & North American’s 

Sa ae ie 2 Los Angeles 45, California Control Departments Columbus Division 

(eae f= > Downey, California Columbus 16, Ohio i ET, P 

A 
NS ENGINEERING AHEAD FOR A BETTER TOMORROW 

2 Norrs American Aviation, inc. 
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| NEW | DEPARTURES OF TOMORROW 
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TOMORROW: Pick your favorite foods! Then this imaginary SUPER CHEF assembles your choice from a vast freezer storage, cooks it to perfection 
by infra-red ray and serves it by conveyor in a matter of seconds! 

Set the table . . . then set the dial! Future meals could be as easy 
as that with this miracle meal-getter. And, maybe tomorrow it will 
be a reality. 

When it is, New Departure will play an important part, just as it 

does in so many of today's work-savers. For example, you'll find 
ee New Departure ball bearings in almost every major appliance 

[ = . . . and for good reason. They keep moving parts functioning 
eA r smoothly, while requiring virtually no maintenance. They support 

= (8 ! loads from any direction... keep parts always in perfect alignment. 

——s x Ys! : lt NEW DEPARTURE ¢ DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS e BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT 

— SAP | al | oP 5 <—_ 

i= Re le oe 
| as [a \ 

=r NEW A/DEPARTURE 
—— ee 8 () y 

def HY] BALL BEARINGS 
TODAY: The operation of many of today’s con- A 4 
veniences relies on New Departures. Specially de- Ww 
signed, low-cost New Departure ball bearings in 
the hinges of this heavy refrigerator door make it 
swing open at the lightest touch. NOTHING ROLLS LIKE A BALL 
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AIRPLANE DE-ICING 
by Robert Karlson, m’56 

Ever since there have been airplanes flying, the The equipment can, therefore, be smaller and less ex- 
problem of ice formation on the surface of the air- pensive to operate. 

plane has been prevalent. In the early days of flying, 

instead of having devices for ice prevention or con- Inflatable Rubber Boots 

trol, pilots wouldn't fly during a period when ice would The use of inflatable rubber boots on the leading 
form. The time came, however, when it became neces- edges is probably the best of the de-icing systems. 

sary for planes to operate in all types of weather. Air ‘These boots when installed on the airplane, ‘closely 
transportation could not be stopped for a long period, approximate the aerodynamic shape of the foil. When 
and the need for constant air defense was acute. For it is necessary to use them, because of ice formation, 

this reason, solution of the ice prevention and control the boots are expanded by compressed gases and crack 
problem was badly needed. the bond formed by the ‘ice. The ice is then removed 

Since the beginning of the development of ice con- by the air stream passing over the surfaces of the air- 

trol, there have been many devices used, some that plane. The system is relatively high in maintenance 

have proved themselves and some that have been — costs because of deterioration of the rubber boots. 

discarded. Twenty years ago Dr. W. C. Greer, at that time vice- 
This article will not attempt to cover all the methods, president in charge of research for the B. F. Goodrich 

but only the few that are still used or the ones that Company, invented the inflatable rubber boot and it 
show promise for use on airplanes of the future. has been in service ever since. Since that time, of 

The formation of ice on air foils causes many prob- course, alterations and improvements have been made. 
lems in flight, including: greater fuel consumption It is the standard method of de-icing used on many 

caused by the additional weight and drag of the ice; modern military and commercial airplanes. The B. F. 

distortion of air flow over the aerodynamic surfaces; Goodrich de-icer is made up of a sheet of stainless steel 

locking of the control surfaces of the airplane; and the — to which is cemented a two ply rubber layer. The rub- 

problem of providing good visibility for the pilot or ber is provided with a series of inflatable cells made up 
preventing of any of the above difficulties will help of highly stretchable rubber coated nylon. The inflat- 
keep the plane in the air. able rubber cells are arranged lengthwise in an at- 

De-icing was one of the first successful methods used tempt to insure smooth exterior surfaces. The cells are 
for ice control and because there are many different de- expanded with cool low pressure air for de-icing. The 
icing systems it is the most versatile of all methods. expansion is controlled by either centrally located dis- 
De-icing deals with the problem of ice removal after it tributor valves or selenoid operated valves. In. the 
is formed on the airplanes surfaces. This approach is — standard three tube system, air is first admitted to the 

de-icing’s big short coming, because ice is allowed to center tube and as it undergoes deflation, the two out- 
form before activation of the system at times, there- side tubes are expanded. This method gives a pulsat- 
fore, additional weight and drag must be tolerated. Ice ing action, that breaks the bond of ice, allowing the 

formation, of course, is never allowed to become great air stream to remove it. The cycle is not continuous be- 

cnough to cause danger, but there is a decrease in cause time is allowed for the formation of ice. 
stability and economy. The de-icing method has one This de-icing system is installed on the leading edges 

great advantage in its intermittent power requirement. — of the wings and tail and usually has a cyclic operation 
to keep the compressed air demand to a mimimum. 

Wing of a TWA Constellation showing chordwise de-icers The boots are screwed or riveted to the airplane. Re- 

on leading edge. search in the field of de-icer boots is keeping pace 

—Sonrtesy Bs F Gosurich with the new design and requirements of high speed 

airplanes. 

oe Other De-Icing Systems 

= , eee - One of the other systems for de-icing is by the in- 
<a _ ‘ ©. termittent application of heat obtained from some ey- 

aS : ternal source and brought to the wings by ducts or 
i : 7 ee t wires. This method allows build up of an ice coating 

oe , / before it is activated. The total amount of energy used 
Ps 2 “= — 
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is small in comparison with continuous heating of the a 

air foils used in the anti-icing systems. By dividing the . a 

sections to be de-iced evenly, it is not necessary to 

activate the whole system at one time. The power load 

needed at any one time is, therefore, minimum. INFLATION AREA 

In this system the ice is heated forming a film of = 

water between the surface of the airplane and the ice, Joe 

thus, breaking the bond. Extreme care must be taken a 

to be certain there is a great enough bulk of ice for rr ; 

aerodynamic and centrifugal forces to act on for the aS eae 

job of removal. Once the ice is removed rapid cooling SSS 

must take place to prevent the water from running asso RC 

back on the unheated surface and refreezing. N\ 

Propellors, are almost always electrically de-iced. It AP PORT TUBES INFLATED: 

would be impossible to have heating ducts extending ) y 

into the propellors and it would be very difficult to —_ Z 

have inflatable boots on the propellor blades. The 

blades usually have electrical heating elements and SS ee 

power is transmitted to these elements by slip rings —————— 

on the propellor hub. The heating elements are not ~~ 

extended to the ends of the blades because of danger RH 

from stone abrasion and corrosion. 19 Woe Tee ND \ 

A fully automatic de-icing system control is possible } J 

with the orifice-type ice detector. This detector will Ze 

maintain heat in the secton as long as ice is present. ———— 
—Courtesy B. F. Goodrich 

New Systems of De-lcing Chordwise De-Icers 

The Lockheed Aircraft Corporation has devised a six jets in each head, this means the solution of air 

new metal and plastic sheet that is electrically heated and non-freezing fluid will cover surfaces to be de-iced 

for ice removal. It is used on the leading edge of wing 648 times a minute. 

and tail assemblies of the Lockheed, F-94 Starfire. The unit is relatively lightweight and is reported to 

Advantages claimed for this de-icer boot are: aerody- be effective on heavy formations of ice. At present, the 

namically clean which is necessary for high speeds; de-icing fluid jets are being tested by the Air Force. 

very rapid response to heating current; uniform tem- eae 

perature distribution on the surfaces; and it cuts off Anti-Icing 

water run-back preventing refreezing on unheated A system used to keep windows clear of ice is tin 

suifaces: plating the windshields. This system has been suggested 

The Lockheed boot is a silver copper-plastic sand- by the British National Physical Laboratory. A film of 

wich bonded to an aluminum alloy base. AC current tin is used for conduction of electric current and has a 

is used and the boot operates on forty watts, Heating resistance high enough to cause enough heat to warm 

power is applied for two second periods at one and a the outside of the glass. The impairment of visibility 

half minute intervals at the time when icing conditions is slight. Application of this system is easily accom- 

are present and is capable of an output of seventy-five plished by methods that are already known by industry. 

watts for emergencies. The momentary application of Anti-icing, the newest approach toward ice control, 

heat breaks the bond of ice that is then removed by Prevents any ice formation at all. In general, this is 

the air stream. Lockheed’s present design is primarily accomplished by continuous heating of the air foils with 

used on military airplanes, but could easily be adapted electrically supplied heat or heat from hot air. The 

for commercial use; ‘ anti-icing system has the great advantage of clean 

Patterson Products of Detroit, Michigan has a new aerodynamic surfaces at all times. With this type of 

system for de-icing which employs the use of high system, momentary additions of weight and drag are 

pressure jets of air and non-freezing liquids, sprayed eliminated. There is no problem of a large accumula- 

against the air foils and windows. This system has the tion of ice, making this is a truly all-weather system. 

additional possibility of being used for removing rain Lhe big disadvantage is that too much continuous 

water by using air in the jets alone. power is necessary to keep surfaces clear of ice. This 

The jets are spaced along the leading edges of the results in robbing of engine output and reduction of 

wing and tail surfaces and along the bottoms of win- available power for flight. 

dows, and are spaced closely to insure adequate cover- In most anti-icing systems for propellor driven air- 

age of these surfaces. They are mounted in revolving planes, heat is supplied by electric power. This is 

heads that rotate at 108 r.p.m. and because there are (Continued on page 6-4) 
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STEAM POWERED 

by John Lohrey, m’56 

Steam powered vehicles in general have many in- were on the American market at one time or another; 
herent qualities which make them very desirable for two or three of these will be considered in some detail. 
use on the highways. They are silent; a quality that 

can only be appreciated by those who have been awak- The American Steam Car 
ened in the wee hours by some large diesel truck roar- The car built by the American Steam Automobile 
ing down the street. They are economical to operate Company used an all welded steel water tube boiler. 
as they use low cost fuel oil. Since a cross head is This was a sturdy affair and even withstood efforts to 
used to take up the side thrust of the connecting rod, operate it without water. It had provisions for cleaning 
the cylinders wear slowly. Slower engine speed also out scale which might collect, and was easily blown 
contributes to long engine life. Steam power is very down (drained to remove dirt and oil that accumu- 
smooth—there is no explosion as in the internal com- lated. The feedwater was automatically regulated. It 
bustion engine; this means less wear on the bearings. had a large steam capacity so that extra power was 
The engine is geared directly to the rear axle, giving instantly available when needed. 
a low center of gravity and more weight on the rear The engine had two cylinders, each with four inch 
wheels where it belongs; both advantages the gasoline bore and five inch stroke. It was of the single expan- 
auto cannot claim. Using a non-volatile fuel eliminates sion, D-slide valve, double acting type. Although it 
vapor lock and greatly reduces the danger of fire and was throttle governed, the valve cut-off could be 
explosion. changed to give greater economy for normal driving 

The chicf limitations are that it takes some time for conditions or more power when needed. 
the boiler to build up pressure, and the car requires Starting the car was complicated, and took several 

more care and attention than the gas engine car. minutes for pressure to build up. First the water level 
An understanding of the construction and operation in the boiler had to be checked, and then a drain valve 

of carly steam autos is not only interesting but brings had to be opened in the steam chest for steam which 
out the problems, the advantages and disadvantages of condensed in the cold engine to drain off. Finally the 
using steam. Over eighty different makes of steamers (Continued on page 62) 
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CHASSIS OF A TYPICAL STEAM CAR 

1. Condenser and fan. 4. Water tank. 
2. Boiler. 5. Engine. 

3. Generator, fuel and water pumps. 6. Fuel tank. 
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~— Mgt estern Electric’s primary job — which goes 

Ol gS | ’way back to 1882 — is to make good telephone 

o ge g oe (ae ats = equipment that helps Bell telephone companies 
i ee gee FD : : P= 4 5 _ > woe 

| (@ xe ae. provide good service. It’s a very big job — and a 

\ 3 Bers 8 . | very important one — which calls for the pooling 

_ ie 0 oa of varied types of engineering skills. 

‘ \ a ~~ 8=—shli‘(<aé3?ahhhhhme New manufacturing processes and methods 
; YL ggr I 

‘ h ee LP are constantly required to produce better tele- 
Richard C. Shafer, B.S. in mechanical engineering at Lehigh, 4 “ Aaa = aeae 

was one of 16 engineers assigned to one of Western Electric's phones, better central office equipment, be tex 

toughest post-war projects — developing manufacturing tech- wires and cables, new types of electronic equip- 

niques for mass-producing (with great precision!) the tiny but ment to keep pace with the nation’s ever-growing 

amazing transistors which are already causing a revolution in ‘ 

electronics. need for more and better telephone service at 

low cost. 

cise — So In addition to doing our job as manufacturing 

ty oO unit of the Bell Telephone System, Western 

a eet _  - cl | Electric is busy producing many types of elec- 

a — i tronic equipment for the Armed Forces. Here 

i x py a | fos again, young engineers of varied training are 

/ (an =) )8§6—fe doing important work in connection with the 

al se , ' 73 manufacture of radar fire control systems, guided 
— 8 . missile systems and special military communi- 

-....—— hoe cations systems. 

bg <A —rt~—~—CTUTUCUC— Th 7—/.—Fh™/m" a ee —s—r—~—“—‘“i—i—OsOOOC—COS 
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Paul J. Gebhard, B.S. M.E. at the University @ 2 ._ 3 «6 a 3 oo 

of Maryland, was one of team that helped Quali MM 
develop Western's new electroforming | SaWree au Wye »SOw ca © a 

é 2 tty i Sa Ce oo. A 
process for coating steel telephone wire = ms A | a _ _— be ae ay 

with copper, lead and brass in one continu- ee i OC -— ©. — SS Lo 
aus operation. His job: to develop conductor = 4‘ ee | ye = Ne, ; - fp! 
resistance-annealing equipment and electro- E 2 ee ko . eo ¢ | 

lyte filtration and circulating systems. be x y | ce (T a y y . 

Bobby L. Pettit (at right), an E.E. from Texas F a . ; | | IS ig y io L 

A. & M., is one of several hundred members oe aA yr 7 Co [ a-¢ in 2 
of Western Electric's Field Engineering Force, >> a Fr FSS es | Cr 
These F.E.F. men can be found all over the : _ me bi — Lo3 .% . ye 

world —working most closely with the Army, ff | ee yi 4 Frits ; ae sf - os 

Navy ond Air Force — advising on the instal- gg Ve yW a -~—=~-—s, Lee etic: 

lation, operation and maintenance of com- _ a oe _. 

plex electronic equipment made by W.E. ee ed 
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: z ra Ocean Laboratory—here at its big Kure Beach, N. C., Testing Station, Inco exposes 
or Nos thousands of metal specimens to the corrosive effects of salt spray, salt air, fg 4 salt water. / L : : 

Jf ‘ cee 4 . . . Nis How International Nickel finds out 
Pe be ~ [eae | what the wild waves are saying de... aed 

How hard can the sea bite? This is no 
: . secret to Inco Corrosion Engineers. The sea’s a killer of many metals. To help you plan Inco Nickel into For over thirty years, they have been Some it corrodes or rusts. Some it your future, International Nickel 

collecting data én the corrosive and wears away. Some it destroys by eat- Company has collected data from erosive effects of sea water on many ing up one of the alloying elements. almost a quarter of a million individ- different kinds of metal. Some it makes so “allergic” to con- ual tests on the behavior of metals 
sass necting metals that corrosion is and various other materials under all 

so on os guaecrecme mcmama speeded up. sorts of corrosive conditions. ee Ya. To hunt this killer down, Inter- “Corrosion in Action” ig an Inco- 
we ' ys national Nickel has made the ocean prepared film in full color. It shows > | oT into a test tube. At Harbor Island and how corrosion acts and how it can be oe Kure Beach, North Carolina. Here, controlled. Prints loaned to engineer- 

+. — Inco Corrosion Engineers study the ing classes and student technical =. seinem corrosive effects of salt water, salt societies. Write, The Internationa 
a ere aye ee. spray, salt air, water velocity, marine Nickel Company, Inc., Dept. 126e, 

e S—S— growths, coupling methods. New York 5, N. Y. ©1956, 7.1.N.Co. 

In Inco’s “Ocean Test Tube” and asso- “ . . 
ciated laboratories, Inco Corrosion INCO. 
Engineers have the facilities and TRADE RARE International Nickel 
apparatus to study all phases of Producer of Inco Nickel, Nickel Alloys, Copper, Cobalt, Tellurium, 
marine and atmospheric corrosion, Selenium and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals 
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Gayiord E. Moss expects to receive his B.S. in Electrical Engi- 
neering from Tufts College in 1957. His interest in electronics was —————— 

aroused, in part at least, by summer work in Du Pont’s Photo CC : 

Products Plant at Parlin, N. J. But Gaylord’s interest in tech- 7 ~ _-. 
nical work goes much farther back. He received the Bausch and oe lL 
Lomb Science Award at his high-school graduation. _ _. oc 

Clayton Hill answers: a 

Where would you want to work, Gay? The choice Clayton B. Hill, Jr., joined Du Pont’s Jackson 

isn’t quite so wide as that reply indicates, but if you eee ene ee , Pe a toe marviee 
* . ‘or S a Ce 

have good reason for preferring a given area, and he obtained a B.S.Ch.E. from Pennsylvania State 

Du Pont has an opening there for which you’re University (1949), and returned to Jackson Lab- 

qualified, your choice will certainly be considered. oratory. Clayton was assigned to Du Pont’s 
h 9 plant: d 70 hand d 1 Atomic Energy Division for a period before trans- 

We have 6! plants and over research and develop- ferring to the Personnel Division. As a represent- 

ment laboratories scattered through 26 states. ative of this Division, he currently visits many 

So the odds are pretty fair that you can work in an colleges and universities. 
area you like. 

Most of the Du Pont units are situated east of the 

Mississippi, but some of them are as far west as the WANT TO KNOW MORE about where you’d 

Pacific Coast. Right now, new plants are under con- a ie pout bose for ¢ ae oe 

struction in Michigan and California, providing even Graduate.” This booklet contains a com- 
wider choice in those two states. plete listing of plant and laboratory loca- 

. tions, by state, and describes work available. 
Of course, a man may be transferred after a time. Write to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 

The chemical industry is a growth industry, and (Inc.), 2521 Nemours Building, Wilmington 
. . 98, Delaware. 

transfers are generally associated with progress and 

promotions. 

So you see, Gay, the geography of the United 

States is pretty much an open book for Du Pont — 

professional men, adding a lot to their interest and BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING...THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

enjoyment on the job. Enjoy “Du Pont Cavaleade Theater” on Television 
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edited by Ted Witzel, e’57 

ee They will drive centrifugal com- the trucks will be equipped with a 
— : a pressors which will inject natural cable reel so that it can “wander” 

— Ul . — gas, derived from oil operations, away from the overhead wire zone 
oe a i . x i . . ate ae eal aca c . oe ee ee ' mder high pressure into the oil and operate as easily as a conven- 
meee | t eo E ‘ nee y 

ny _ field that is under Lake Maracaibo __ tional self-propelled truck. 

Reh wee aan and the surrounding area. The gas In addition to this flexibility, the 
™ cache vie ‘ conservation plant will recover big advantage to the electric trucks 
“y Ne ee 2 substantial quantities of additional is cost. It is estimated that the elec- 

ae se petroleum and conserve large tric vehicles will save approxi- 

G BE oo quantities of gas, in fact, 120 per- mately $15,000 a year over diesel- 

—_— _ cent more than its earlier counter- | powered equipment. This includes 
art in the same area. amortization and interest charges 

GAS) TURBINES: PUMP “GAS ene : ; for the necessary substation and aT 1 red ilk bi Eight of the units will be direct Or ne cessary — “ 
‘ a a million = - connected to the centrifugal com- ne mete 

wn Had Ge : 2 back : jac " sleowio vehicles ave he. 
feet a gas th 1 : Oo ite nae pressor, four will be geared. The a ee ie Eve wade Cex ae 
into the earth dat y the mos twelve turbines will operate in two ing built for t c ERYEESIOe: vemient 
powerful concentration of gas tur- strings of six units each Company, Riverside, Calif. They 
bines in the world. Built by the =~ DO ‘ will be used to haul limestone from 
Westinghouse Electric Corpora- an underground mine to the crusher nies LS WANDERING TROLLEY TRUCKS 8 
tion, twelve 8000-hp combustion on the surface. 

gas turbines with a total maximum Powered by railroad-type electric When placed in operation, the 
rating of 96,000 hp will be installed traction motors, the unique trucks —30-ton capacity vehicles will haul 
seven miles out on Lake Maraca- will receive current from overhead the limestone for nearly a mile. 

ibo, Venezuela, on a platform 440- wires through a pair of trolleys— Four thousand feet of this distance 

ft long, 131-ft wide, mounted on just like a regular trolley coach or is underground with a 10 per cent 
concrete piling in 80 feet of water. street car. The big difference is that grade to the surface. 

| > Gai ats © - Te te, : a 4 
) Pasa 3 a > pre As pomencc hanes 

e ht oe. Re aa | 4 ome iii pas 
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Gas turbine for ’copters—In advanced stages of development Data digester—This new magnetic tape recording and data 
is General Electric’s T58 small gas turbine engine. Developed reduction system is being used by General Electric engineers 
for the Navy to power helicopters the baby engine, despite its at the Company’s Evendale, Ohio jet engine plant to perfect 
small size and light weight, is rated in the 1000 hp class. Com- designs of advanced propulsion systems. Total recall of data is 
pany engineers state it has exceptional torque-speed character- done with magnetic tape, and reduction and analysis is effected 
istics and great flexibility in selection of rotor speed because it electronically. Designed and built by GE, the system allows 
is designed with a free power turbine. A T58-powered helicopter for multiple channels of data such as stress, vibration, pressure, 
is expected to stay aloft 50 percent longer than a comparable temperature, speed, and flow to be recorded simultaneously at 
one with a piston engine, and carry 100 percent more payload. a test site. Reduction is also performed in multiple channels. 
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ae Company’s major oil producing WHY CERTAIN 

Pe Oe eA a centers, will thus provide increas- 

| Se ree oN ing quantities of frozen foods to 

aa DESIGNS SUCCEED 4 bon ¢ \ The railroad cars were manufac- 

Sy, M Ny tured near Brussels, Belgium, and . 

sl Ro Ne . are the first in the world to be an idea to help 

Foy ci Ag ee —_ two saan: Ba you advance faster 

X ot 1 PO @ au stage OW temperature refrigeration 

ae “rd pak | - SOMPLEssors, ; eee designers state that 

AL i me tees ' Engineers had determined that costs are the most important 

ry 7 ae two-stage compressors would be | factor in the success of any product 

& Y 7 = required because of the extremely | development today. Manufacturers 

f 4 high ambient temperatures (125° recognize this and, as a result, seek 

;. (f F) prevailing throughout Arabia | 0Ut the engineers who are cost 

— 4 during most of the year and, con- minded. 

J sequently, excessive compression Industry’s stress on lower costs 

‘ ratios would have been encoun- | 6O™¢S from the increasing COMmPeHs 

Yi tered had the usual domestic prac- don:for buyer sn Rising Costs ofa 
| ys tie ing sinale stage units bee terials and labor must be offset by 

ba ice using single stage untts been | good designs to keep selling prices 

—Courtesy General Electric followed. | down to realize a profit from sales. 

JET BEE-HIVE . ROCK ‘N’ ROLL | Ingenious use of materials is the 

Rock ‘n’ roll has come to box- best way you can eliminate needless 

This honeycomb will be used as cars. A gentle rocking motion is | expense in manufacture. By using 

the core of future jet engine parts. being used for the first time to un- | steel as the basic material and weld- 

The result of new alloys and braz- load boxcars of grain and other | ing for fabrication, you have a de- 

ing techniques is a “honeycomb _ free-flowing bulk materials. cided advantage in saving money 

sandwich” which is a good insula- A new one-man operated un- for. a manufacturing company 4 s+ 
sandwien V 800 an operarec d getting your designs accepted. 

tor, can withstand temperatures of loader locks 150,000-pound loaded ane 8 By 8 P 

1800 to 1900 degrees Fahrenheit, cars in its grasp on a steeel plat- a A D 

and is almost 80 percent lighter form, and by a gentle rocking mo- = EZ G A : 

than solid structural members. The tion of only three inches at the EE we ——_— Ml 

“sandwich” part, brazed at ex- ends of the cars, empties them at gE - 

tremely high temperatures, is com- a rate up to four cars per hour. e BB 

posed of a stainless steel skin .010 Unlike the higher capacity grain Cast Construction — Costs $28.13 

inch thick with a honeycomb core car unloader which empties a car > 

one-quarter inch thick. by tipping it endwise as well as LAY—A > 

sidewise, the new unloader, known aa LAA 

FROZEN FOODS FOR THE as the Kar-Flo, depends entirely EE A Le 

ARABIAN DESERT upon a rocking motion and approx- Zz A 

It is now possible for a person imately an eight degree side tilt of wie Seok Consifuion «Cosi $6.49 

in the middle of the Arabian Des- the car to empty it. ° onstruction ous 

ert to open a box of frozen straw- According to Link-Belt, the new Results from using welded steel 

berries at 0°F and allow it to thaw unloader eliminates the exposure | instead of gray iron are shown in 

in the 125°F ambient heat, timing of workmen to the heavy dust | the above design comparison of a 

it so that he has chilled fruit for which rises when grain earg are typical bracket used on modern 

his eating enjoyment. Transporting unloaded manually. It also speeds machinery. The cast bracket costs 

frozen foods of all kinds across the up the unloading process, does not $28.13. ue welded a bracket 

hot sands is now accomplished injure the car and is safer than ae etl atice eS 

with perfect safety as two prototye manual unloading. CASE ace, 8 

rallrgad netegerstor a A method of checking tire wear Similar savings are possible in 
proved during initial tests. The re- is said to give data in hours that many types of mechanical parts. 

frigerator cars were manufactured would otherwise require months. Therefore, it will pay you to know 

for use on the Saudi Government A radioactive phosphor is added to | how to utilize steel. Why not write 

Railroad which connects the Port the tread rubber and the test car is | us for latest design bulletins. 

of Damman on the Persian Gulf trailed by a cart carrying a Geiger 

with the capital city of Riyadh. — counter whieh measures the amount | THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY 

This railway line, with stations of the radioactive material left on | Cleveland 12s 
a ‘ . The World's Largest Manufacturer of 

near the Arabian American Oil the pavement. END | Arc Welding Equipment 
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Today's powerful turbo-jet and turbo-prop engines Now, Allison is in the midst of a $75 million ex- 
are a far cry from the aircraft engines of a mere 10 pansion program in engineering research and de- 
years ago. velopment facilities. Completion of the program will 

But we've hardly scratched the surface. We’re still give Allison one of the world’s most complete, best- 
pioneering. equipped, centers for the development of new, high 

Sure, the sound barrier’s been cracked. But, who performance turbo-prop and turbo-jet aircraft en- 
knows, perhaps in the next 10 years we'll be flying at gines. This opens new and unlimited opportunities 
speeds 2 or 3 times the speed of sound. Newer, more for young graduate engineers, for the program— 
complex, more powerful engines ARE in the offing. financed by General Motors—creates an immediate 
There'll be new fields to conquer. For instance, the need for a 40% increase in engineers. 
thermal barrier! 

Allison, a pioneer in the design, development and x 3 se 

production of aircraft engines, now is working on 

advanced design turbine engines to meet future re- Want to know more about YOUR career oppor- 
quirements . . . whatever they might be. Proven fea- tunities at Allison? Why not arrange now for an 
tures of engines like the Allison J71 and T56 may be interview with our representative on your campus. Or, 
adapted to the engines of tomorrow. Allison engines write for information about the challenging work 
of the future will be backed up with worlds of ex- awaiting you at Allison: Engineering College Con- 
perience gained in the development and production tact, Allison Division, General Motors Corporation, 
of its first 100,000 aircraft engines. Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 
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* ©/ high calibre men for our design, production da | 
and sales engineering assignments. on i 

Experience also has shown that those who joinus | ABBE Acca 
find Square D a mighty good company to be with. | ee ae 

ap a . ae ee 
Most of these men are still with us, growing i Co ae at, 4 Se 

and prospering with the constantly GEORGIA TECH 

expanding electrical industry. : ee 

Why not let us tell you more about SquareD = | 
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ee 
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OHIO STATE 

We'd like to send you a brochure, © ui ed Coy . : | Square D Company, Dept. SA | 
“Your Engineering Career.” It gives the simple rules | 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan | 

to follow in selecting an engineering career. | Ld like a copy of Square D’s brochure, l 
‘Your Engineering Career” l 
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ee ED) ONLY IRC MAKES SO MANY 
BASIC REQUIREMENTS — JAN AND MIL TYPE RESISTORS 
JAN and MIL Specifications are basic | 
guideposts for electronic adyance- i . . 
ment, whether used as engineering | . . . Another reason why engineers prefer IRC Resistors 
reference points or as procurement | 

standards. IRC's dual emphasis on 

tacts brodefiion G00) srceting oath 56 different IRC resistors is today’s figure—all equiva- 
assures highest performance standards . . 
at lowest possible cost. lent to JAN or MIL specifications. Manufacturers of 

SPECIFIC EXAMPLES military equipment who must meet these specifications 

DIRE depend on IRC for all their resistor requirements. 

_— ietcd'c f Offering the widest line of resistors in the industry— 
Y ype insulated Composition Resistors ‘ ‘ . . 

| MIL-R-IIA Specification 138 different types in all—IRC is the logical source of 
t ss i) JAN and MIL type units. 

IRC Power Wire Wound Resistors 

MIL-R-26B Specification i 

Sa | 
wes Mc INTERNATIONAL 

"pe tw Wat he Wd RESISTANCE CO. 
Re pecification 

6Cz==a 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa. 

Sealed Precision Voltmeter Multipliers Wherever the Circuit, Says ~VWW\- In Canada: International Resistance Co., Toronto, Licensee 

JAN-R-29 Specification + : 
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When you look through the next fifteen pages of the Wisconsin Engineer you'll 

come across descriptions and explanations of interest to engineering students both 

present and future. The several articles point out the need for more engineers and 

also the significance of the engineer’s role in our technical society. Each of the five 

engineering departments is represented by a photo of some representative phase 

of that branch, and by an article describing that particular branch of engineering. 

The Section is concluded with a series of questions typical of those asked by high 

school students thinking of enrolling in engineering school. The Wisconsin Engineer 

hopes that many of you high school seniors who read the magazine will decide to 

enroll in the college next fall. 
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e e e che Engineering Profession 

by Kurt F. Wendt 
Dean, College of Engineering 

_ a natural forces into useful power by efficient and eco- 
i : nomical means. 
' Be The profession is divided into five major fields: 

a o : ; chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical, and mining and 
ut ha metallurgical engineering, each with many subdivi- 

| Oe " od ; sions. Wisconsin has curricula in all of these fields and 
: , : fe \§ offers the opportunity for both undergraduate and 
‘ Ps Pm. @ graduate study in each area. 

: .. aad At the present time electrical and mechanical engi- 
od neering are about equally popular and together account 

| for about two-thirds of our total enrollment. The de- 
mands of industry are high, however, in all areas of 

‘ engineering and it behooves you to investigate the en- 
Kurt F. Wendt. tire field to determine your special interests before 

choosing a particular branch. 

What of the future? Today we are experiencing an 

It is a pleasure, through this High School issue of the mean dena eat more a more Netly: 
Wisconsin Engineer, to extend greetings to all students “"""" enemeers. It is conservatively estimate that 
in our Wisconsin high schools. Those of you who are we are Gmduaizag aacks year only one ae te 
interested in the field of engineering are invited to visit pumber of engmeects needed for ane teplacements. 
us, to see our laboratories, and to discuss your plans for “77728 ® Major economic dislocation, supply will not 
the future. This year you have a special opportunity. catch up with demand for at least ten years and prob- 
Our students are having another Engineering Exposi- ably not for fifteen or twenty. 
tion on April 20, 21, and 22. You are most welcome to After reviewing briefly some of the engineering de- 
attend to see interesting exhibits of all kinds, and to Velopments of the past, you may well wonder whether 
take the opportunity of inspecting our facilities at the _ there is anything left to develop for the future. Actually same time. the discoveries and applications in engineering are in- 

. . creasing at a growing rate and it is the considered 
You are all SMB that this is known as a technologi- opinion of scientists, engineers, and industrialists that 

cal age. During the past 100 years eneneenng, has we will see many more developments in the future than made great strides and its many contributions to our we have in the past. We have just begun to realize the 
high level of economic well-being are universally rec- potential in the felds of nuclear and solar energy, in 
ognized. You need only look around to see the products solid state physics, in communications, in plastics ar d 
of engineering on every hand. The automobile, the air- iacautomation. A — challenge and A: mace interesting 
plane, trains, ships, bridges, buildings, roads, electric future lie ahead for young men and women in all engi- 
light and power, radio, television, water and sewer sys- neering fields, 
tems, machine tools, refrigerators, and heating systems, Wh, ie: requisites Foe suexese aw eastnsecnel 
to mention only a few, all are the result of engineering As ia On nels Geen $6 dpiticinening’ demon te Jor « i , 
design and production. . integrity, industry, perseverance, courtesy, and good 

Every week we receive many questions and among personality. In addition, interest in and aptitude for the most frequent are: What is engineering? What en- mathematics, the sciences, and written and oral ex- 
gineering courses are available at Wisconsin? Which pression are of primary importance. If you possess these 
courses ate most popular? What is the probable OPPO qualities and aptitudes and find the duties of engineers 
tunity for jobs in engineering in the future? attractive, you can become a successful engineer. The 

Engineering is both an art and a science directed demand for men and women with sound engineering 
toward the adaptation of materials found in nature training will continue and the rewards, materially and 
into useful forms, and the harnessing and conversion of in personal satisfaction, are substantial. 
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Stop and kink 

by W. R. Marshall, Jr. 
Associate Dean 

=~ / 7 chosen vocation? My advice to you, based on the many 

mel /-_ years of experience of our freshman advisors with 
hee © — _ | - thousands of students like you, is: Take invoice NOW; 

See be SURE. 

{ i ° 5 : : : Now let us assume that you make the decision to be 

| Dd << E an engineer and to come to the College of Engineering 

| is — i at the University of Wisconsin. 

‘ Es ——a On your arrival one of the first things we will check 
es u : with great care is your preparation in English. Engi- 

= XN neers must be masters of English because technical 

W. R. Marshall, Jr. reports must not only be informative, they must be 

concise and accurate; they must convince others. As 

It is a well known fact, which can be verified from an engineer you may have to address groups of people; 
anyone’s experience, that there are many dissatisfied you must guide the thinking and activities of others in 
people in the world today. They change from one job carrying out important engineering projects. Your use 
to another in the hopes of finding more happiness and of spoken English must, therefore, be of the highest 

satisfaction as well as more income. Did it ever occur quality, and your thoughts logically expressed. Mathe- 
to you boys and girls to stop and to ask yourselves why _ matics is the language of the engineer in his specialized 
there are so many people in this group? I will tell you field. You will need at least three years of mathematics 

one reason, a very important one, and one which many and, if you have four, your first year work in college 

of them could have avoided. They did not take time in _ will be easier. Science is important because you should 
high school to investigate all the vocations available have a knowledge of the laboratory method before 
for them, and then, most important of all, to decide entering college. A year of physics or a year of chem- 

into which one of these activities they should enter to istry or both, if possible, are very desirable. Besides 
find their greatest happiness and success in terms of these technical prerequisites, an engineer should have 

their abilities and interests. as much foreign language, history, and social studies 

People have to settle on things for themselves. High ** his high school can provide. By all means have some 
school students usually delay this decision until college. SPOrt as a hobby. Do you now see what a wide field 

College students never find time to arrive at a conclu- is left open to you for making your own choice of sub- 
sion. The result is just what we have observed—dis- jects? Would it surprise you, were I to tell you that 
satisfied and “drifting” men and women. if you presented the above program you could fit into 

almost any vocational field? So you see that it is not 
Today, my young friends, in this greatest of ages of difficult to be SURE now, and to be PREPARED to 

rapid development, the first thing you should do is to carry out any decision you may make, when you are 

be sure that you are taking the subjects in high school  yeady, 

which will enable you to enter a general or specialized 79 pe an engineer requires special interests and abil- 
university course. You can do this without omitting any ities. The student must be willing to devote his time 

particular subject you may enjoy if you ‘care to work eagerly to intensive study and never give up regard- 
hard enough. Now you. may. Say to Mie, I don't know jess of how hard the work becomes. Not everyone has 
what I want to be.” My ANSE to you is that nobody the determination and perseverance required to do this. 
else was 100% sure that he did, when he was your ag. Unless you have, you will never be an engineer. 

That is Just why you should consider my suggestion An engineer must also be willing to accept the great 
very seriously. responsibility he must assume for the welfare of others. 

Your vocation may be in a religious, technical, pro- He is devoted to the study of the best-known engineer- 
fessional, or business field. At the last minute in high ing methods, to the discovery of better ways to pro- 
school, you suddenly make a positive and final decision, tect his fellow man in time of danger, and to develop 
and then the question, Will you have the required his sources of supply and leisure for more purposeful, 
credits in your high school course to enter the college satisfactory, and happy living in times of peace. I am 

or university which will prepare you best for your (Continued on page 66) 
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Ane You Ready for College? 
by Prof. K. G. Shiels and Mary R. O’Keefe 

eo aE diate acceptance of the fact that a good beginning 
a ee ie : results in a good ending will lead to setting up a 
oa ae pattern in college which will assure academic success. 

ae ix 1 The early planning of a study schedule will enable a 
1 por ~ : q student to weigh values and then to participate in some 

ae Sill worthwhile activities at the close of his first semester 
eS “7 Fr 3 or first year. 
ok a5, 7, 4 ( = a ; For instance, you have all heard about college tradi- 
—. Wi! a ‘ Us a tions. In the years past we have had the friendly feud 
on oe : wo A a between lawyers and engineers on the campus. When 

’ ea : iF the engineers conducted their St. Patrick’s Day parade 
, Me a a St Patrick is the patron saint of engineers, _ 

= Nw % now—there was much friendly interference on the 

. Ne Wace es es part of the law students. The parades are no longer 
ae al “os ih held, but there are still the St. Patrick’s Day activities, 
i S he . ) including the beard-growing contest, the basketball 

os cae tn | game with the lawyers, culminating in the St. Patrick’s 
‘ Sb Day dance~—a big event in the life of the engineerin, 

Evofestor Shiels) and’ Miss O-Keete, sabae With the. true constructive attitude of tthe ae 

In. visiti : . . neer, all these college traditions resulted in the Engineer- 
n visiting with a sophomore engineering student ing Exposition which is put on by the students every 

recently, I inquired about his progress. He had com- fee is four years th Exposition is @ stupendous 
pleted high school in 1950 and he ranked 35 in a class showing of din. capabilites and the ingehiousness of 
of 186 high school seniors. His American Council test the enginesriig students, An . high school etident with 
scores, while substantial, indicated that he would be a FeAl fern ane whether or not he plans 

required to apply himself diligently to his studies—this to study engineering, should SA deaver'to visit-the Cale 
is indeed essential for all college students if they lege of Engineering "at the University of Wisconsin on 
wish to develop their education! In his freshman year April 20, 21, or 22 to view first hand the En gineering 
he did “A” work in science and mathematics, “C” in Hxposition ; : 
one three credit course, and “B” work in his remaining The stadeats who are working on the exposition are 
studies. In his reply to my question about his grades in the main those who started college in their freshman 
for the first semester of his sophomore year, he com- year with a good study pattern for the purpose of de- 
mented, “The work seems to be getting easier. I had a veloping their educational and professional objective 
four point record at the close of the semester.” This as: well as to lave: the time for participation Si such 
means that he earned a straight “A” record, and his outstanding events as the Engineering Exposition 
response that the work seemed to be getting easier These are the students who are on their way! They are 
indicates | that he established a good pattern of the good citizens of the College and of the University. 

approaching his college work. Lo They have found a way of contributing their splendid 
Many students enter the University with a well- ability and energy to such worthwhile activities as the 

established background in high school in the important Engineering Exposition, the Wisconsin Engineer Union 
subjects of English, mathematics, and science. Occa- Board, and tanumerable other activities which are 0a 
gual there 3s ihe temptation on the part of a few part of the University. Why not join this group? 
o rely upon this background and to neglect the dili- K. G. SHIELS 
gent study which is so necessary in college. The imme- MARY R, O’KEEFE 
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Why Consult an Onach? 
by Prof. C. M. Brown 

Director of College of Engineering High School Research Program 

a Suppose that you are going to the store to make a 

re |. purchase. You don’t know how much the article you 

fe a. select will cost. You have to buy the article when you 

i + go to town. It is the last day of the sale. You must 
— = pay cash. If the most complete and expensive model 

” | : a has been advertised for twenty-five dollars, and the 

 — - others are in lower price ranges according to attach- 
_— 7 ] _ ments, how much money will you take with you for 
. } this purchase? You don’t need any oracle or reader of 

v | tea leaves to tell you, “twenty-five dollars.” It is just 
ed common sense. 

a Suppose we apply common sense to what we might 
7 a frown: call, taking enough high school credits of superior 

achievement rating to college to pay for entrance into 
any professional school. That is precisely what you 

Since the days of the famous oracle, located at Delphi have to do. Buy your way into college with the quality 

in Greece, men have always searched for ways to fore- and quantity of your academic earnings or “high school 

tell the future. People even pay advertised seers to credits.” You will need all the credits in the various 
read their chances in the leaves at the bottom of a subjects that the most rigid entrance requirements for 
tea cup. any college or university may demand. Then you will 

Perhaps, you have wished that there were oracles he free to make a last minute decision and pay for it in 
today to which you might go to find out what profes- entrance requirements just as you would have been 
sion you should follow so that you could be happy able to make the purchase of any model of the article 
and be the kind of a success you want to be. If you we mentioned above—because you took enough cash 
assume the personal responsibility of taking the basic to pay for the most expensive one. 
subjects in high school and making averages which . . . . 

i ee Here are the basic requirements which will enable 
will enable you to enter any college or university, then . . . 
when you graduate from high school, you will never you to enter practically any college or any university. 

eed an oractei Yes, these credits will admit you to the college of engi- 

All of the professional careers open to you if they neering. English, 4 algebra, 17; plane geometry L 
require academic preparation, demand college train- solid geometry Yes trigonometry, Yes physics, 1; chem- 

ing. It is very obvious that every person who wishes istry, 1; foreign language, 2; history, 1. 

to prepare for such a profession must go to college. You can readily see that there will be plenty of oppor- 
To enter a college means that you must present your tunity for you to take other things in which you are 

high school credits which show that you have com- interested as you complete the sixteen units required 

pleted successfully certain specified courses such as for graduation. Making sure that you have the mini- 

English, mathematics, foreign language, science, etc. | mum requirements so that you can choose colleges and 

Right now you cannot decide what you want to be. careers at will when you graduate from high school does 

All high school students have that difficulty. High not “cramp your style.” On the contrary it will give 

school years are the time to explore your interests you the confident feeling which overyone has who 

under the guidance of those capable of helping. you knows that he has enough money in the bank to pay 

correlate your interests with your aptitudes. To make bills when due. Just like having accident or hospital 

a decision is a challenge to everyone. That was why — insurance. You do not need to go to Delphi to consult 

even kings who had decisions to make consulted the oracle to arrive at this conclusion. It is just com- 

oracles. mon sense. END 
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Chemi [ C, L j Ca ng MeCN 

by Phil Noth, Chem Engineering Junior 

Although it is only within the last several decades grinding, size separation, absorption, and crystalliza- 
that it has come to be recognized as a separate and tion; examples of unit processes are chemical changes 
distinct profession, chemical engineering is perhaps as exodation, reduction, hydrolysis, sulfonation, pyro- 
the fastest growing of all engineering fields. And this is lysis, and polymerization. Unit operations and unit 
in harmony with the rapid growth of industrialization processes are combined to form a given manufacturing 
that has gone on in the United States also in the past process. 
several decades. For it is because of chemical engineers Like other branches of engineering, chemical engi- 
that many of our large process industries have been neering offers many fields for employment. 

rad ne nr sc a rato of ing" hear iy no ech ik wth 
. . aoe "a university, or help an industry solves its problems 

synthetic rubbers, synthetic plastics, and synthetic jp15 ugh research, 
fibers; manufacture of high octane gasoline, food pro- M hemical a is . 

ducts, drug and insecticides, industrial chemicals, and any chemica engineers are working in develop- 
explosives, ment where operations which work out in the labora- 

In general, the work of a chemical engineer is closely tory are cari Out "oth & larger seale. Here enone 
related to physical chemistry and is more like mechan- 7 ure put the ir education wank BS ee solve 

ical engineering than any other division of engineering, the pro ems waren arise as the: mesule of Tending 

but it is not a combination of these two fields. Chemical ieee quantities 7 material, . 
engineers work closely with chemists but they do not Operation and production offers a challenge. Once 
do the same thing. A chemist usually carries out his ® Process has been thoroughly tried and proper large- 

experiments on a small laboratory scale. It is the job scale equipment has been provided, a chemical engi- 

of the chemical engineer to transform the chemists "© 3% usually put in charge to supervise the opera- 

laboratory discoveries into commercial realities or into tion and to be prepared to eliminate any unforeseen 

large-scale operations. To do this, a chemical engineer trouble. 
must be familiar with the laboratory procedures of the Selling chemical engineering equipment is a field 

chemist on one hand, and be able to talk in the size with opportunity for the individual who has, in addi- 
and language of the plant operator on the other. tion to a sound chemical engineering education, a posi- 

Basically a chemical engineer is concerned with the _ tive personality and a liking for people. 

development, design, and operation of manufacturing Because the very nature of a young chemical engi- 

processes which result in physical and chemical changes _ neer’s work is inclined to develop leadership, he has a 

of the materials involved. These physical and chemical good chance of rising to an administrative position. 

changes can be broken down into unit operation and Teaching chemical engineering courses is certainly 

unit processes, respectively. Important unit operations open to chemical engineers. Here, a M.S. or a Ph.D. 

include such physical changes as mixing, crushing, degree will probably help chances for advancement. 
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Ciil Crgineori Ut n G neertn G 

by John Albrecht, Civil Engineering Senior 

The profession of civil engineering offers many em- and treatment plants which will return waste waters 
ployment opportunities for college graduates. More- to the streams in a form least harmful to fish and other 

over, the number and variety of such opportunities are _ wild life and most satisfactory from the standpoint of 
increasing with the growth of our population and the use of the lakes and streams by the public. Civil engi- 
development of new inventions and processes. neers design and build flood control works to prevent 

Civil engineers have always been connected with the or reduce damage from floods, improve river chan- 
development of transportation systems. The great ad- nels for the benefit of navigation, and provide port 
vance in the nineteenth century was in the building of _ facilities for both inland and foreign shipping. Water 

our railroads, which still employ many engineers in power plants are designed by civil engineers and built 
both operation and maintenance. The mid-twentieth under their guidance. Many engineers are engaged in 
century sees continued expansion of highways, airlines, land reclamation, either by the draining of low swampy 
and pipelines. The growth of highway traffic that has lands or by bringing irrigation water to dry lands 

resulted from population growth and establishment of from rivers or reservoirs through miles of canals and 
new cities and industries has led to the rapid building aqueducts. 

of expressways and tollroads. The development of air- Many civil engineers also find work as surveyors. 
ports and allied facilities, not only in this country but Surveying is one of the first jobs to be done when an 
all over the world, has been phenomenal. Pipelines are engineering project is undertaken. Surveys must be 
coming to be a highly favored mode of transportation made to aid in determining the most economical and 
for petroleum products and natural gas. The civil engi- feasible routes for highways, irrigation canals, and 
neer occupies a prominent place in the planning, sur- pipelines. Such surveys have been greatly speeded by 

veying, designing, constructing and operating of all aerial mapping. There must be surveys of sites for 
these transportation facilities. bridges, buildings, dams, and airports. The proper lay- 

Another field that continues to be very attractive to ing out of housing and other municipal developments 
civil engineers is that of structures. There is increas- depends largely on detailed surveys of the proposed 

ing demand for more housing, shopping centers, office sites. Surveyors also locate property lines and deter- 
space, public buildings, factories, and other structures mine areas, and thus help to settle disputes between 
of all kinds, both large and small. Civil engineers are land owners. Much of our country’s area still remains 
associated with architects in the design and construc- to be mapped in detail and many surveyors are engaged 
tion of large steel and concrete buildings, with con- in that work. 
tractors in the design and building of homes and apart- As with any profession, the future of civil engineer- 

ments, and with public agencies in city planning, rede- ing depends on maintaining a continuing supply of 
velopment of slum areas, and laying out of parks and young persons who are eager and qualified to enter 
playgrounds. Most spectacular in the field of structural that profession. The usual road to becoming a civil 
engineering is the construction of great bridges. Many engineer leads through years of training in a college 

have been built, others are under construction, while of engineering. The colleges cannot operate without 
still longer and larger ones are being planned for the teachers, and there are many opportunities these days 
near future. in the engineering teaching profession for young 

With growth in population comes also increased de- people who have done well in their college work, who 

mand for civil engineers to provide safe and adequate have gone ahead to take graduate work, and who also 
public water supplies and to build sewerage systems have acquired some practical experience. 
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Elvctrical En ineert , G eertnh G 

by Jim Schilling, Electrical Engineering Sophomore 

When I entered the University of Wisconsin, I had Because of the role that electricity has in our present 

to make a decision on a college course that would and future life, I believe that the electrical engineering 

prepare me for a future career. I decided upon Elec- student of today is preparing himself for an unparal- 

trical Engineering, and since that time, have become Jeled career of both personal satisfaction and social 

convinced that my decision was the best I could have usefulness. This is true in both the technical and the 

made. I believe that the electrical engineer is rapidly management sense. Industry is becoming more com- 

becoming the key to the future development of our in- plex each day and management requires a foundation 

dustrial system, and to advances into the unknown that of technical knowledge for intelligent decisions. I be- 

we uld have seemed fantastic only a few years ago. lieve that the training an engineering student gets is 

Utilization of electrical energy, for purposes of gen- the best preparation for such management responsibil- 
eration and transmission of power, for communication 4; A os we . . 

; ities, just as it is training for a career in design or 
and control, for industry and home use, have become gaye] 

. . . . " velopment. 
so important in this technological era that electrical en- 
gineering is rapidly becoming the focal point of all en- As a student of the Electrical Engineering Depart- 

gineering practices. The tremendous amount of energy ment of the University of Wisconsin I feel that I am 

that nuclear fission makes available to us is useful only receiving an education that is among the best in the 

after countless electronic controlling devices convert country, and I am convinced that this course of study 

it to heat or electrical energy. Automation of our indus- is ideal for the person who wants interest, opportunity, 

tries, which promises to give us a standard of living and social usefulness combined in a career. If you are 

beyond our fondest dreams, is possible only through a high school student who wants these same things in 

electronic controlling brains that are being developed _ his future job, and if you have a real interest in science 

by electrical engineers. These same computer brains and math, I can think of no better career choice. Not 

are enabling all fields of science to accelerate their only does the future offer unlimited opportunity, but 

progress at unbelieveable rates. Because of them there today there is a shortage of engineering talent that 

seems to be no ceiling on the future. makes the starting pay of an engineer particularly at- 

Everywhere I look, in both today and tomorrow, I _ tractive. Concerns from all over the United States are 

see the product of the electrical engineer as indispensi- quick to hire promising engineers for both summer em- 

ble to our complex civilization. Electricity in our homes ployment during the school years and immediately 

gives us illumination, refrigeration, washing, cooking, upon graduation. Thus the student electrical engineer 

and entertainment. And the same servant is providing has every right to look forward to a career that is 

controls on super-sonic planes, just as it will surely _ limited only by his attitude and determination, a career 

guide the first rocket to the moon. that is the key to future progress. 
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Mechanical Engineeri ecnanica Wge cering 

by Lawrence D. Barr, Mechanical Engineering Junior 

It has often been said that an engineer is a frustrated chemical energy of coal into electrical energy by means 
"person since he deals almost entirely with unsolved of steam boilers and turbine-generators. To do this, the 

problems. Once the problem is solved, the engineer’s power engineer and design engineer often work closely 
job is done. This is very applicable to the Mechanical together on a project. A power engineer must be well- 
Engineer, as he deals with physical things and condi- versed on existing power devices, such as electric 
tions, and sometimes people, all of which are, at times, motors and generators, internal and external combustion 

unpredictable. engines, and turbines. He must be well-founded in 
Mechanical Engineering is customarily divided into theory, since he often handles energy on a large-scale. 

three classifications: Design, Power, and Industrial engi- And he must have the ingenuity to devise new and 
neering. This division, however, is not made in the better energy handling techniques. Branches of Power 
college curricula until the senior year, at which time, engineering are Automotive, Refrigeration, and Heating. 
electives in the chosen branch are taken. A brief de- An Industrial Engineer concerns himself with better 
scription of each branch might be useful for future methods and techniques for doing a given job. How 
consideration, although an immediate choice is unnec- can it be done better? Or faster? Or cheaper? All these 
essary. are questions ever present to him. To answer them he 

A design engineer might be employed anywhere in sometimes becomes a designer, or a power man, or 
industry, communications, or power production of any even a personnel man. It is not enough that he find a 
kind. His job is to devise a means or method of doing better method, but he must also convince everyone 
a given job. For this work he needs a firm foundation concerned that it is better. Not an easy job, but often, 
in engineering fundamentals plus an up-to-date knowl- very rewarding. 
edge of what other people are doing in his field. A These are the main branches of Mechanical Engi- 
design engineer must specify what materials will be neering. Attaining any one of them involves a great 
used in his device or machine, he often specifies how deal of study and thought for the person involved, but 
the materials are to be fabricated, and then says how _ is well worthwhile. Even when an engineering student 
the device or machine is to be used, allowing for pos- is “knee-deep” in assignments, he would answer “No!” 
sible misusage at the same time. to a question on whether he would like another field 

In short, the design engineer must know how to in- _ better. 
vent, build, and use a practical device that will solve In closing, it might be well to point out that grades 
some problems, and at the same time keep its cost are not everything to the engineer. For the mechanical 

down to an economical level. engineer, organizations such as the American Society 
The Power Engineer is not so likely to be concerned of Mechanical Engineers, (ASME), and Pi Tau Sigma 

with the building of devices, as much as what can be _ honorary fraternity for mechanical engineers are worth- 
done with them. It is his job to convert naturally occur- while activities. If you plan to become a mechanical 
ring energy into a usable form, such as converting the engineer, keep these and similar organizations in mind. 
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Mining and, Metallurgical Enginecring 

by Barclay Gilpin, Metallurgical Engineering Junior 

Mining and Metallurgical Engineers are concerned the ore. The metallurgical engineer receives the valua- 

with the discovery, extraction and utilization of the ble constituents of ores from the mineral dressing plant 

world’s mineral resources. They work together to pro- and treats them to get the pure meal. His work is 

duce the metals that are the backbone of our industry. largely concerned with the chemistry of the process and 

The mining engineer finds and extracts all classes of the heat balances of his furnaces. The engineer must 

minerals from the earth. The field divides itself into select the chemical reagents, fuels, furnaces, and con- 

three parts; mining engineering, mining geology, and trols to carry out the process as cheaply as possible 

mineral dressing. All students in this curriculum study and still get a good product. An example of an extrac- 

each field but concentrate on one in the senior year. tive metallurgical operation is the blast furnace in a 

Their courses include geology, mineral dressing, extrac- steel mill. Here pure iron is obtained from the iron ore 

tive metallurgy, methods of mining, and mineral by the proper additions of coke, limestone, and air. 

evaluation. The physical metallurgist receives the pure metal 

The mining geologist finds and explores new ore from the extractive metallurgist and produces a product 

bodies, solid and liquid fuel deposits and natural gas_ that is used for manufacture. He is interested in the 

deposits. With the rapid rate our present known and __ physical properties, composition and behavior of these 

easily discovered resources are being used up, thorough metals. The metallurgist prepares his product by melt- 

scientific training is necessary for those who will dis- ing, alloying the pure metal, and casting it into an 

cover our minerals for future use. ingot or usable shape. 

The mining engineer designs, constructs, and operates A physical metallurgist is often an advisor. Another 

plants for the recovery of ore from the earth. He selects engineer may design a piece of equipment and come to 

and applies the mining method best suited to remove the metallurgist for advice on what to use in its con- 

the ore from the ground. He must then concentrate it struction. The metallurgist must consider properties, 

and send the concentrate to the mineral dressing plant. heat treatments, availability, and cost to determine 

The mineral dressing engineer separates the valuable _ which metal would best suit the conditions under which 

constituents of ores from the waste and prepares them the equipment will be operating. 

for smelting. This is becoming an increasingly impor- Metallurgical engineers at the University do not 

tant field because of the exhaustion of high grade ore specialize in either extractive or physical metallurgy. 

fields and the resulting necessity to treat low grade Engineers must be proficient at both in order to do 

ores. A familiar example to most people in Wisconsin the job well. Their specialized work comes later in 

is the low grade iron ores that are now being treated. industry. All metallurgical engineers must study metal- 

The Mosabi range is running out of the high grade ores lography, metal casting, a lot of chemistry, heat treat- 

now used and must depend on these low grade taconite ing, extractive metallurgy, X-ray analysis, surface metal- 

ores. lurgy and others. The field of study offers more of a 

Metallurgical engineering is a relatively new branch combination of physics, chemistry and mathematics 

of engineering and yet is one of the most important. principles than any other type of engineering. 

It furnishes the tools and materials required in all the The professions of mining and metallurgical engi- 

other engineering fields. Therefore, the metallurgist neering are constantly growing and becoming more 

must at all times work closely with other engineers in important to society. There are many metals that still 

developing and producing products. His job is to under- have no use and many ore deposits that are undevel- 

stand the nature of metals, make them better, produce oped. As long as our society grows, these metals and 

them and apply them to the job at hand. Taking these ore deposits must be made useful. It is just as important 

points into consideration the field naturally breaks itself that the known metals and mining methods are im- 

into two parts: extractive metallurgy and physical or proved to meet the ever increasing needs of civilization. 

applied metallurgy. These are the responsibilities of the mining and metal- 

Extractive metallurgy is obtaining the metal from _lurgical engineers. 
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What tion? al $s our uestton. 

by John Albrecht 

High school students have many questions concern- Is there additional counseling service available to 
ing requirements and activities of college life. Follow- students? 
ing are questions and the respective answers pertain- A trained staff is available to counsel students regard- 
ing to student life at the University of Wisconsin. ing personal, vocational, or academic problems at the 

. Student Counseling Center. 
What educational program does the University of Wis- 

consin offer? What provisions do the University provide toward the Students have the opportunity to study in almost all maintenance of the health of the student body? 
major areas of endeavor, including the humanities, The services of the Department of Preventive Medi- 

arts, sciences, and social studies. In addition, Prepro- cine and Student Health are available without charge fessional and professional opportunities are available to students who are regularly enrolled in the Univer- 
in engineering, commerce, teaching, medicine, law, sity of Wisconsin. The Student Clinic and Infirmary 
pharmacy, and many allied fields. All told, the Univer- are located in the West wing of Wisconsin General 
sity offers over 1,200 courses from which to choose. Hospital. A portion of each student’s fees are used to 

What are the admission requirements? finance this service. 

The general method of admission is by presenting 2 Are scholarships available for undergraduate students? certificate of graduation from an accredited high school There are many scholarships available to deserving 
with the recommendation of the principal. Sixteen units students, Scholarship information and application forms 
are the fundamental requirement, which must include may be obtained from the Office of Admissions, 166 
one unit of algebra and one unit of geometry. Basooin’ Ball. 

Does the University have an official grading system? Is there an ROTC program? 

The University of Wisconsin: marks on an alpha- Freshmen and sophomores are required to take basic betical basis with the grade points per credit as fol- Army, Navy, or Air Force ROTC. Eligible Junior stu- 
lows: dents may apply for advanced training. 

“A” (Excellent) ..........4 grade points per credi 
SB” (Good) 3 grade pointy per redt Are student loans evoilable? 
“C” (Fair) ..............2 grade points per credit Loans for educational purposes in amounts up to 
“D” (Poor) .........++++-1 grade point per credit $250.00 are made for periods of less than a year to 
“FY (Failure) ............0 grade point per credit students in good standing, who have established a sat- 

What are the semester fees? isfactory academic record of at least one semester at 

In all colleges and schools except Law and Medicine the University of Wisconsin. 
the fees are $90 per semester for a resident of the state What are the possibilities of obtaining part-time work? 
and $250 for a nonresident. The Student Employment Bureau is often able to 

. ; locate some kind of part-time work for those who desire What housing arrangements are available? . : 4 “ — 5 it. Its address is 435 N. Park Street. Housing accommodations for single students include: 
University Residence Halls, Co-operative houses, Does the University operate any Extension Divisions? 

sororities, fraternities, the University YMCA, Interna- The University of Wisconsin operates Extension cen- 
tional House for graduate men, and rooms in private ters in Sheboygan, Milwaukee, Racine, Wausau, Green 
homes throughout the residential sections of the city. Bay, Kenosha, Manitowoc, Menasha, and Marinette. 
The University Housing Bureau is the clearing center 
for all student housing information and is located at How are the library facilities? 
434 Sterling Court. There are more than a dozen libraries, the chief 

among them being the Memorial Library and_ the 
Does the student have any supervision in the planning Library of the State Historical Society. 

of his courses and program? 

Yes, the University operates on an advisory system Are there sororities and fraternities on campus? 
whereby each new student is assigned a faculty ad- There are sixteen sororities and thirty-four social 
viser. The adviser is expected to help the student in fraternities on campus, with all but one maintaining 
the choice of his course and in the selection of a well- resident houses for their members. In addition, there 
balanced program. are many professional fraternities. 
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INVENIEMUS VIAM AUT FACIEMUS: “We shall find a way or we shall make one.” 

—Memorial Gate, University of Pennsylvania 

. . . 
Investing in young America. + + a progress report 

“TO HELP deserving young men and women obtain a Union Carbide offers 66 fellowships and grants-in-aid 
college education . . . to give financial support to a cross- to universities. 

section of American colleges . . .” 
e THE PEOPLE OF UNION CARBIDE regard these schol- 

FOUR YEARS AGO, the Union Carbide Scholarship arships as an important contribution to the future and 
Plan was established with those objectives. to two of America’s priceless assets—its educational sys- 

Today, the pian provides the complete cost of tuition tem... and its youth. 

a es for 400 four-ye é i t sé ‘ : 
and fees jor . four year scholarships a colleges and TO LEARN MORE about the Union Carbide undergraduate 
universities throughout the country. As an important ‘ eceodbiiiien & : 

: . scholarships and the colleges and universities in which they 
part of their education, the scholars are encouraged to . s : 

= : : 5 " " o have been established, write for Scholarship Plan booklet X. 
gain valuable experience in their chosen fields by ob- 

taining jobs in industry during summer vacation. ] J C ; 

50 TECHNICAL SCHOLARSHIPS are also available N I O N A R B I D E 

in specific fields of study. They cover the student’s tui- AND CARBON CORPORATION 

tion and fees for the senior year. In addition, to assist 30 EAST 42ND STREET [hd NEW YORK 17,N.¥. 

graduate students and to support academic research, In Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED, Toronto 

SSS SUC’ Trade-marked Products includes ——————_——___— 

LINDE Oxygen EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries NATIONAL Carbons ACHESON Electrodes UNION CARBIDE Silicones 

PYROFAX Gas SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS PRESTONE Anti-Freeze UNION Carbide Dynel Textile Fibers 

Prest-O-LITE Acetylene ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals HAYNES STELLITE Alloys BAKELITE, VINYLITE, and KRENE Plastics 
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McDONNELL F-101 — The Voodoo, an Air Force supersonic | \ 
fighter that has two J-57 engines with afterburners, is the | f / 
most powerful jet fighter yet built. ] AY 

oa | " 
| BOEING B-52 — Eight J-57 engines, mounted in pairs, power 

wer F a a this all-jet, heavy Air Force bomber. 

ee 6A ee. Uy. 
erry nT es 

a ee < |. we a Ag oe eye 

" oe ag 

BOEING 707 — The Stratoliner will usher in commercial CHANCE VOUGHT F8U — Powered by a J-57 with afterburner, 
travel in the jet age. It is the counterpart of the KC-135, the Crusader is the Navy’s fastest carrier-based fighter. 

a military tanker-transport powered by four J-57 engines. 

The best airpl i e best airplanes... are designed 

dth best engines 
Today’s most valuable military aircraft, capable of its leadership in the field of aircraft powerplants. Ef- 
supersonic or intercontinental flight, include various fort is now being directed toward the improvement 

Air Force and Navy fighters, bombers and trans- of advanced jet and turboprop designs. Still to be 
ports. Among these are nine types that have a anticipated is mastery of current technology’s most 
soe feature ad eae a Fou all fly on one provocative problem — the successful development 
type of engine — the J-57 turbojet. of a nuclear aircraft engine. 

. Also entrusted to the efficient, dependable opera- Many engineering graduates would like to be 

tion of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s jet See dled wn concerned with the air power of the next generation. 

= the oe ee orts soon to travel along One way to fulfill that ambition is to pursue a 

@ alr Janes OF UNE. WONG: career alongside the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft en- 

The excellence of the J-57 is attributed to the gineers who have consistently produced the world’s 

engineering team that has determinedly maintained best aircraft engines. 

World's foremost designer and builder 

of aircraft engines 

ANTNEY 4 es PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
pao ie DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

ane Pt Tae 
6 eg EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT 

> _<y 
QTTS> 
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Behind the Ships that Set the Pace... 
» 7 = 

a Master’s Touch in Oil 

World’s fastest jet boat, Donald Campbell’s Blue- The race horses and work horses of the seas have 
bird—216 miles an hour... one thing in common—socony MOBIL’s master touch 

5 . in lubrication. 
World’s fastest propeller-driven boat, Slo-Mo-Shun . 
JV—178 miles an hour... Good reason! When the chips are down—when rec- 

ords are at stake—when schedules must be met— 
All the Atlantic Blue Ribbon Winners, from the the men who know marine machinery look to 
Mauretania to the S. S. United States . . . SOCONY MOBIL for its protection. 

Maiden voyage of the world’s first atomic-powered aw *, *, . 
submaritié Wherever there’s progress in motion—in your car, a eae 

your factory, your farm or your home—you, too, can 
Two-fifths of all the world’s freighters ... look to the leader for lubrication. 

SOCONY MOBIL OIL COMPANY, > 

LEADER IN LUBRICATION FOR NEARLY A CENTURY 

Affiliates: General Petroleum Corporation, Magnolia Petroleum Company 

Mobil Overseas Oil Company and Mobil Producing Company 
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All over the world technical “Minute Men” of the RCA Service Company assist the U. S. Army, Navy, Air Force. 

bt . a . How RCA *“‘Minute Men” give added strength 

to our Armed Forces everywhere 

In Northern Japan, in Florida, in the nation. Behind them stand 
Guam —all over the world, the RCA’s 37 years of experience in 
technical ‘Minute Men” of the communications; more than 70,000 WHERE TO, MI; ENGINEER? 
RCA Government Service Depart- RCA employees in manufacturing RCA offers careers in research, de- 
ment are assisting our Armed plants stretching from coast to velopment, design, and manufactur- 
Forces. coast; plus the fullest research fa- ing for engineers with Bachelor or 

These “Minute Men”’—experts _ Cilities devoted to electronics that advanced Gepreds itt. E-Bay, ME iGt 
in electronic installation, mainte- industry has ever known. es hee waite, 
nance, and training—are backed In all these ways, the RCA Gov- Be i Peat . Reais Cornea 
by the RCA organization that pro- ernment Service Department has tion ee Americ ay den 2 N 5 
vides a wide range of complete proved its ability to give added A erica, Vamden 2, N. ed. 
electronic services and systems to strength to our Armed Forces. . 

® 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

ELECTRONICS FOR LIVING 
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[es 5, NATTONAL ENGHEESY WEEK | 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE i Le | 

575 Toepfer Avenue |e | ae ae i i 

Madison 5, Wisconsin - 5 : | | i 

Haroip N. Kincssury, Secretary- / , aA / q 

Treasurer a | gt. we | 

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE 3 4 j ne @~? al 
Harry L, Grsson | a f ms ia IN a Ne a eed 

122 W. Washington Ave. Lb. ome ek Mee A a ee gy 

Madison, Wisconsin f a - CD sceeeecmeenna ie 7 oe ’ ae 

M. L. Hocuunp, La Crosse : masts ——— es a a poe _ y 

J. M. Houpersy, Rhinelander [_ : ae —¥ i 7 bee e Soe as . 

V. A. Knrrvers, Sheboygan : oe _ a ; ee oe oe i ee Se oe 

R. M. Lyaut, Milwaukee 5 dll Poe! See ae oe ee - 

C, E. Marners, Wauwatosa Display at University Library “National Engineers Week” —Feb. 19-22, 1956. 
C. M. Periman, Madison 

W. A. Rosenkranz, Chippewa Falls 

WSS.P.E. OFFICERS PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE the Jan. issue to a new section set 

Antiun G. Bentinc, President Public Relations activity has been aside for our members’ promotions, 

A. L, Genisor, Ist Vice-President outlined as follows: achievements and retirements. 

Curr Netson, 2nd Vice-President 5 . ; . ——— Cone 

Tener N pn Secretary= 1. National Engineers’ Week Ac- N.S.P.E. publications division 

Treasurer tivities. Engineers’ Week activities supplied more than twenty bro- 

Grorce P. Sremuwmerz, Past President throughout the State were formu- chures and articles on the subjects 

James Bamtpery, Director lated into a coordinated effort to of The Engineers’ Week story, pro- 

Watrer E, Dick, Director bring the Engineering Profession fessional development, registration, 

Joun Gammett, Director before the public. This was accom- vocational guidance and ethics and 
Frank L. Carson, Director P 

A AS iro, plished by the Chapters use of the practices. All chapters were pro- 
E. C. Korrper, Director y P G 5 5 P . I 

THeron Brown, Director N.S.P.E. Promotional Kit. Speakers vided with the N.S.P.E. issues. 

layne. G. AN irector Bureaus were organiz z e- j 5 5 
Wayne G. Bryan, Director oe ee . orem een to go ve 3. Vocational Guidance, This ac- 

re ic. Newspaper, re a : NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES s bud ewspaper, raci0 tivity centers around high school 
Ricnarp C. Ciark and television releases from N.S.P.E. students interested in an engineer- 

Haroip TRESTER attracted considerable attention and. — . emee 
te comment. Exhibits em ing profession. Career day speakers 

ENGINEERS’ CREED “toast, ; s and vocational counselors are co- 
. . ; phasized local products and new : . 4 i 

As a professional engineer, I dedicate developments, A ds b ht operating with the various high 

my professional knowledge and skill to f a DME a es ‘ 1 ate t school personnel throughout the 

the advancement and betterment of or recogni ion or local talent. State. High school engineering 

human welfare. Proclamations were made by local . 2 
: clubs known as Future Engineers 

| PLEDGE city mayors and the Governor of af Ameviaa have NSPE, sanction 

To give the utmost of performance, our state. Engineers’ Week Stamps 4, inve 8 i : f see? an 

to participate in none but honest enter- were made available for sale. n invesuga 100 of this project is 

prise, to live and work according to the under way with the parent group 

laws of and the highest standards 2. Publications. All chapters are sponsored by the Ohio Society of 

of professional conduct. To place serv- participating in furnishing news Professional Engineers. 

ice before profit, the honor and standing _ items to the “Wisconsin Engineer”. . 
of the profession before personal advan- Meet the Presidents’ series of arti- 4, Professional Development and 

tage, and the public welfare above all cles keynotes the W.S.P.E. section Registration Promotion. Due to the 

other considerations. In humility and f the 1 zine. Southwest Ch limited amount of direct with vari- 

with need for Divine Guidance, I make of the magazine. southwes ap- 

this pledge. ter made the first contribution in (Continued on page 54) 
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RICHARD B. BRINDLEY 
Western Chapter President 

Richard B. Brindley, President of the Western Chap- ing & Mfg. Co. of La Crosse, Wis. This plant of some 

ter of Wis. Society of Professional Engineers, was born 1500 employees manufactures decorative automotive 

Jan. 26, 1916 in Richland Center, Wis. He graduated parts as well as clock dials, name plates, and domestic 

from the University of Wisconsin with a B. S. degree refrigerator parts. Mr. Brindley designs automatic se- 
in Mech. Engineering in 1938. quential plating and etching machines for these proc- 

While at the University he was a member of Sigma esses as well as automatic machines for imparting 
Phi Social Fraternity, Pi Tau Sigma Mech. Engineering decorative effects to automobile instrument panels. 

Fraternity, and was a pole vaulter on the University Mr. Brindley is a member and past president of the 
track team. After graduation he gained design and La Crosse chapter of the Great Boaks Group, sponsored 

development experience in heating and air conditioning by the Ford Foundation. He is also a past member, 
while working for the Trane Co. of La Crosse, Wis. for oboist, of the La Crosse Symphony Orchestra, and 

three years. Original work done at that time in radiant presently is an Elk and member of the La Crosse 
heating by Mr. Brindley was illustrated in an article Country Club. His hobbies are reading, metal working, 

appearing in the July 1941 issue of “Heating and __ golf, and fishing. 

Ventilating”. Mr. Brindley married the former Jean Heagerty of 
During the war Mr. Brindley was an engineer in the Oswego, New York in 1949 and they have two children, 

Navy Dept. where he assisted in the design of acoustic, Barbara Ann 6 years of age; and Richard David 3 

magnetic, and contact mine sweeping devices. Since the _ months. 
war he has been design engineer for Northern Engrav- END 
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ous chapters, only two chapters are 

eee, known to be actively engaged in 
© RecisteREO PE. NON MEMBERS . . . > 
A tie: won weweene this subject. Milwaukee Chapter’s 

Thursday noon luncheon meetings 
have pre-arranged programs em- 

ange, phasizing the subject with gratify- 

. ing results. Individual participation 

DOUGLAS has created interest among mem- 

8 a bers heretofore resolved to make up 

A © the audience. 
ASHBURY & Southwest Chapter introduced a 

3 eatce ro new program, during Engineers’ 

rox LILA R B ® BQ was Week, for Engineering Seniors ap- 

no DO me O dy proaching graduation. Counsel was 

e TaCOR a Lanetann ® a given them concerning the impor- 

st ononx [BURNT eo ie De yA mI tance of registration and member- 

7 © om. aude i ® ship in the society. 

Bo | <a O le a ry MAP SHOWING PROSPECTS IN 
AS MIG Oe, fA wooo TAGE 3WAUPAG, kewaphee EACH COUNTY 

Lae ° y B® [robes ame We have prepared a map show- 

o7 44 {| ® Pale ae ing the prospects in each county. 

& ome tA jo} iNNe f nanowos The State Board can use this in 

Ea chose Be 2 po (as a, revising the chapter areas. It is my 

On Ea mle ‘nc [SHEBOYORN belief that more interest can be 
3 <0) woe 

sax enero Ses 70 generated by organizing more 
ReMANO T® | PO FO@ [RASH jozap chapters, thus reducing travel dis- 

craw. |) © ev @® A Te > 

Rn, Brae daptoane BOA tances. Having more frequent chap- 

8 Onan sown | OA ae dod BOA ter meetings creates more interest 

A@, One fA |OA in belonging to WSPE. It is my 
GREEN = . 

EIOA suggestion that Northwest, Wiscon- 

A Aja BOA sin Valley, Southeast, Fox River 

Valley and Southwest study the 

COMPILEO BY W. F. BAUMGARTNER, MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN possibilities of dividing up their 

areas taking into account the num- 

ber of PEs and prospects in their 

Sponsors for present area. 

Membership New Members MEMBERSHIP 

Prospects 7-9-55 7-9 to 1-28-56 = of We have reached the half way 

Chapter PEs EITs PE EITs Quota PEs EITs = Quota mark of the present administration 

Western bocce ees % 63 5 10 2 2 40.0 year, Our record so far is only 12% 

on ‘west r ; ‘0 6 # ae ° m ao of our quota. Not good you say. 
Wisconsin Valley ... 60 44 3 15 3 0 20.0 bi it? We 

Southwest ......... 300 239 «12 ~——«60 5 2 110 Well, what can we do about it? We 
Milwaukee ........ 1300 450 42 175 12 7 10.0 have the prospects so it is up to all 

Fox River Valley... 225 170 19 50 5 0 10.0 of us to get busy from now on in to 
Southeast ......... 255 73 1 30 0 1 4.0 the last board meeting in June. 
Out of State ....... 800 100 1133 °110 365 32 12 12.0 Since Progress Report No. 4 there 

(%) Those figures received from State Seerctary on August 20, 1955. were 11 PE’s and 5 EIT’s taken in 

COMPARISON BY YEARS to our society which makes a total 

1953-1954 1954-1955 1955-1956 of 32 PE’s and 12 EIT’s since last 
New Members New Members New Members August. All chapter officers and 

ry . SS ea a IR aa ea eae Be Ee Pty nS 0 membership should take an inven- 
August. fee eee eee eeeeeee nee 2 . . ; 

September... 000.00 c eee ee eee vee 27 15 tory immediately and decide to 

October oo... cece cece eee ee eee 38 23 take drastic action to improve the 

N6VEMbE? 225 iy axqwwe mG eee me BER we ack situation. 
December... 6.00.00 cece cece eee ee 22 7 28 Southwest Chapter started a cam- 

oe wenn a 128 44 paign to get new members in Rock 

March cece cvvettevverees : : i : : : : 198 187 : : County by inviting all registered 

April oo... eee cee eee eee ee 208 ve engineers in Beloit to a dinner at 

May 28S Bet oes OB EE Ba 297 . Beloit on January 31. The purpose 
JOE tex ex ee mee os 2a oa omen on came oo OA 252 .. (Continued on page 56) 
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Boeing production engineering—precision on a Ig scale 

This Boeing B-52 wing jig is one of a under way on the airplanes and guided the peak of World War II. Boeing en- 
battery of four. Each one is 90 feet long __ missiles of a few years hence. And Boeing _gineers enjoy a most liberal retirement 
and weighs more than 1,000 tons. Yet — production engincers are responsible for plan. And life for them is pleasant in the 
many of its tolerances are within 1/1000 __ the high quality and continuous develop- progressive, “just right” size communitics 
of an inch —as close as a fine watch! ment of such industry-leading airplanes of Seattle and Wichita. 
Almost-absolute accuracy on a tremen- as the B-52— famous “Long Rifle” of ‘There-are opportimidies at’ Boeing in 
dous scale like this means that Boeing Strategic Air Command —and the 707 — : Pr aes 3 : ; . > . design and research, as well as in pro- production engineers face some of the _ the world’s first jet tanker-transport. z ° ° i 
most stimulating challenges in engineer- : ; ‘ duction. If you want job security, satis- — : ating challeng 8) . At Boeing, production engineers find faction and growth, it will pay you to 

g today. / , individual Pecognibon in tightly inte: investigate a Bocing career today. 
These production engineers are of grated teams in design-analysis, test, and 

many types. And, because of steady ex- __liaison-service. They find that Bocing is For further Boeing career information consult your 
pansion, Boeing needs more of them: an “engineers’ company,” with a long- Placement Office or write to either: 
industrial, civil, mechanical, electrical standing policy of promotions from with- JOHN C, SANDERS, Staff Engineer— Personnel 
and aeronautical engineers. in the organization. rae . _ . _ i Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash. 

There is “growing room” for topnotch Career stability and growth are excep- . | 
production engineers at Boeing’s Wichita tional at Boeing, which now employs RAYMOND J. B. HOFFMAN, Admin. Engineer 
and Seattle plants. Big programs are now _ more than twice as many engineers as at _—_ Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas 

Aviation leadership since 1916 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON WICHITA, KANSAS 
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W S P.E Probably the best way to illustrate REGISTERED ENGINEER & ARCHITECTS 
-J3.F.E. oe : : . 

(Conenined front page SO the results is with figures. The number of Engineers regis- 
i aang Of WSPE lained In the present Milwaukee Tele- tered in Wisconsin as of Aug. 1, 

an ‘ailb, s 4 = WEEe a iin phone Directory there are 215 list- 1955, numbered 4194, Engineers in 
te y ba sYOaN a or A c . we 3% 

see. y ' VUE TOS, mt I i rer ings of engineers. Of that 215 there — Training 1196 and Architects 667. 
SPE members present. now att : . were 85 listings which were either 

that a Sea "hee questionable or definite violations | THE CONSULTING ENGINEER AND 
. we : a nt ad that ar ake = of the Registration Act. The reason HIS SOREL Ca IN PROFES- 

sugges V S ar 2 2S 2 . ue a , ah Mt ete °° we use the term questionable is ae 
veld in other parts > state. : : i other i 9 : st a that in many instances the com- av GER 

ave sree ay a + we + RBERT 
Mive anomie’ Green bay’ anc pany name is used and it is difficult . MOORE 

Menasha in Fox River Valley, Ra- J « Milwaukee; ‘Wisconsin : sy eS to check whether a registered pro- ‘ ; Ss : 
cine and Kenosha in Southeast ‘ . +g : Thirteenth Annual Meeting Wisconsin Society 
Sfilwaukee. Superior in ‘North ost fessional engineer is in responsible of Professional Engineers, January 
z i oe, ONPETLOX in Northwes charge. The results of this date are 27, 1956, Milwaukee, Wis. 

anc in other cities where we have a as follows. Out of the 85 listings, In considering obligations of con- 
ee list of registered engineers. It hich were investigated, we have sulting engineers in professional 

USES re {© organize such ameet- 19 which as yet have not complied engineering affairs, I think we 
ing anc it requires special invita- with the Registration Act. In the Should be aware that membership 

Hons gem some, Key men the next few days we reduced that in our state engineering society is 
a a WwW est cic 7 swith success. number to 5 or 6 listings. This in- divided into four functional groups, 

nm SICC nt Ayres pai your chairman dicates what can be done at a state- | namely, educational, public em- 
ANE HESIOUS re i. Dp -you at such wide level if the engineers work ployment, industrial and consult- 

aba Why a you write together as a team. ing. Our society constitution pro- 

ae on at a al m1 ac The Ethics and Practice Com- Vides that nominating committees 

adds en ay! ‘ wa fare off, In the mittee has also been active in in- Shall comprise equal representation 
ne > make a lis your pros- gt > : ese groups, wi s ew meanume he ae a Shak ad vestigating members’ complaints from these groups, with the view 
= m a areas a : reir ‘ ~ and during the year several reports _ that these result a balance of inter- 
“ $8 SO “Le ae wt “ ae were written and followed up by sts on the governing board of the 
when you decide to set a date for ye aie 

; en you Ceci is o sera ca “ or your Board of Directors. We cannot society. 

tag oe dol It "i wi Ele to lai. claim 100% results for we do not In this respect, our Wisconsin 
ze SO ) » prelimi- : : fe Profession: ineers 
we so con a ‘hy iad oe obtain 100% cooperation from our Society of Professional Engineers 
pee We will be at 2 neal membership. The Ethics and Prac- is unique in comparison with other 

TOM YOM, S201 TSSarcing this sug- tice Committee is only a tool that state engineering societies. Our pat- 
gestion Y i g ' - tu ot! can be used by each and every tem has been copied elsewhere. It 

. n aan the eat “ h member to keep our profession at Seems to me our Society framework 
ralloe ership femo shows the a high level. It is every members’ has survived long enough to say 

Aww i. Y 
PONYEDES ‘ duty to his society and to his pro- that it is strong. 

Net Gain Pi ective ee x : Mi Sf aea AA. er c 
NetGain yer Me Members, f€88ion. to report all violations of With reference to the division of 

Michigan 186 62.8 2962 Ethics or Practices to the chairman our membership into functional 

Jaden 2 fea a of his Chapter concerned. By doing groups, members choose the group 
Minnesota 35 22.0 1588 that he allows the Ethics and Prac- in which they are most interested. 

. ice ittee . > ap- There are no requirements for 
Next month tabulations undoubt- — U°° Committee both at the Chap aa: cha 

‘ ; ter and State level to fully perform | membership in a functional group 
edly will reflect substantial changes : we - : : : their duties in keeping the profes- other than membership in the 
in the standings of the states. For or 

is all may recall the rules upon sion at a high level. mel 
swhiéh this contest is based: viz I would like to thank the Board Thus within the framework of 

. - "of Directors and all the hard work- our state society, problems of con- 
current and arrear members only ~ . : : tl ares ody 
are included in the tabulation. We ing committee chairmen and mem- cern to anyone of the groups can 

: ‘ bers on the excellent job that they be discussed and acted upon. If 
should see that we do not have a , ? a < eg : : ; : are doing in keeping the Engineer- _ Official society action is desired, the 
long list of such members as. this . oo . a heréferredl he’ Board 
all AGG’ as VERY HHUeh ing Profession in Wisconsin in such matter can be referred to the Boarc 

, : . high esteem. of Directors. 

REPORT OF ETHICS AND PRAC- BOARD OF REGISTRATION This functional group is a forum 

TICE COMMITTEE LAND SURVEYORS for action. 

January 28, 1956 As of March 2, 1956 a total of Perhaps every engineer should 

The Ethics and Practice Com- 486 have filed applications for Land look upon his work as “consulting 
mittee has concentrated its main Surveyor. engineering.” The employed engi- ) g gr ploy g 
efforts toward the elimination of On Feb. 1, 1956, the number of neer renders “advice” for only one 

non-registered engineers from the Land Surveyors registered in Wis-  client—yet he participates in de- 

Wisconsin Telephone Directory. consin totalled 271. (Continued on page 58) 
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A Maybe you can’t see the connection between paper and hand- 

‘ some chrome plating—but it’s there. Like so many things, 

both products begin with chemistry—and alkalies are indis- 

\ pensable to both. 

\ Allied Chemical’s Solvay Process Division is a leading pro- 

ducer of alkalies—like caustic soda and soda ash used in 

papermaking. Another Allied Division, Mutual Chemical, uses 

. , soda ash in the making of chromium chemicals, such as 
HERE'S HOW THEY'RE chromic acid for plating. 

A | : / = D Because Allied’s seven divisions are foremost producers of 

chemicals, there are scores of cases where two or more divi- 

sions team up to contribute to a finished product or to serve 

a particular industry. 

Allied Chemical altogether turns out more than 3,000 products. 

Seen or unseen, they’re helping everyone who makes, grows 

or uses things—that is, you. 

DIVISIONS: 

Barrett General Chemical 2 a 

Mutual Chemical National Aniline b | 
Nitrogen Semet-Solvay ui 

Solvay Process + International 1 hemical i" hewn 

Allied to serve you better ee a weecarmt 2329) 

61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 6, N.Y. “A Better America Through Chemical Progress’* 
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W S P E Consulting enginers were prac- 

— oe ticing their profession far in ad- apter ews 
(Continued from page 56) vance of state registration laws. ———=—— 

veloping a detail of a plan involv- However, in the present category FOX RIVER VALLEY CHAPTER 

ing the executive of good judgment 1 which we fall, with engmeenng The annual Engineers’ Week 
which is the essence of engineering atin aes 7 ue state in meeting of the Fox River Valley 

endeavor. 16 Ons ink consulting engr Chapter, Wisconsin Society of Pro- 
As he gains in experience. the Beers. duite generally recognize a fessional Enci ; vas held 
As he gains in experience, the lecal basis of the eneineeting essiona ngineers, was held 

work he does becomes more impor- a : : Thursday, February 23. 
tant. He may render advice and ¥ Durine the vast several years Master of Ceremonies F. J. 

counsel to numerous clients and there hee heen Boveredl fh “ther Euclide, Engineering Superintend- 

become established as an inde- states se arate. toreanindfons of ent of Green Bay, presented a pro- 

pendent consulting engineer. “ = Iti pee 8 at ay eae to eram of special interest. Remarks 

Ab that Hime. «ae . SO88' HAE, SNS! EAS app a“ of recognition of Engineers’ Week 
: dat ime, an engineer may me to indicate a weakness in the | ee BEY CBOE ash 

nilvise’ not only as to: wood: desis: 7 . . . F ; and early Engineer George Wash- 
ans ys g esign structure of state engineering so- snéton was diven: by: Gordon Mer 

and quality of workmanship, but cieties in those states in question. & as & . 2) XK ck 
Als®: Wher do GarPAin: destin or Weecmcrad = . cer (Algoma), Engineers’ Weel 

sO, Wherein a Seruiin Gesien: ‘Or In Wisconsin, consulting engineers Chairman, followed by two special 

plan may relate to or fit into the have a home within the framework on sinearin ate sorts of major white 
scheme of things in our’ social of our existing state engineering haterost g reports ajor F 

order. socie oe 
if ‘ oo, . society. sos . Featured guest speaker Robert 

Obligations in professional engi- Apparently, an organization of a K. Chapel (Green Bay) narrated a 
necring affairs that devolve upon society limited to consulting engi- ee at a How 

. : : progress report in color slides, on 
consulting engineers are shared neers would be just another pres- “Green Bay’s New Water Supply” 

with others. It seems to me impor- sure group of limited influence. See Fon ; 
. . . . . and “The Deep Inch’, a colorfilm 

tant to recognize that fact. In this As a part of W.S.P.E. and indeed ers . . a 
Z 4 " history of the dramatic twin-pipe 

sense, L am not suggesting side- of the profession, we grow and be- ana r ‘ : 
: ae 3 ¢ crossing of turbulent Mackinac 

stepping responsibility, but rather come important by virtue of these Straits 
3 i rts a” f as aati aecociations Je cs Ave > ° settee an 1 apbronch to a fundamental associations. we can assume our Honored at this meeting was the 
problem. just share of obligations. Green Bay Engineers’ Club, whose 

7 . ax Za . a program of educational meetings 
| ; a ee 

ay at x i | contributes to civic betterment. 
hi fy d 4 } } | 

| OM ai WY, \tn fy); | Dp | 
{ ] aA a7 4 I fl ra MILWAUKEE CHAPTER 

5 4 - | es Es : ; 
: RY eA (fa \ AY | Gy ie National Engineers’ Week was 
F \\ | \\ Ln | | a | is celebrated by the Joint Engineer- 

| ‘¥ FX \ " I | | FS i ing Societies of Milwaukee includ- 

& 1 eS ing wo. PLE. banquet was held e gy NOT TE Is & W.S.P.E. A banquet was held 
k| S | Hey 3 on Feb, 22nd in the Sky Room at 

8 E i | g | Si Plankinton House. This was fol- 
Ib AS) fei 5 a 
te to success as an NGINEER | | | 5 He lowed by a meeting at the Public 
is | | | i His) Service Auditorium. Dr. Parkinson 
he By is i ]) onc 
TR «1. AMBITIQN—it is assumed you have this in ff | We HE was presented an award as “The 

}e abundance or you wouldn’t be where you are. y 2 | 0 Is Engineer of the Year”. Cdr. George 
en 5 oe i RR ; slivered an i 
E_ 2. GOOD SCHOOL —you are fortunate studying Sa i 3 io W. Hoover, USN, delivered an in- 

Hi a in a fine school with engineering instructors of national i F i 3 i; | teresting, dramatic and timely ad- 

iq wenow HH it | i dress on “Why An Earth Satellite”. 
fig 3. THE A.W.FABER-CASTELL HABIT shared ff i | “ Cdr. Hoover pointed out that the 
A by successful engineers the world over. It only costs Bd | | | i saueis or. The 

13 a few pennies more to use CASTELL ris finest Ae | ii 1g day of the pioneer is not over. The 

FE pencil, in 20 superb degrees, 8B to 10H. Choose from Moe |= | scientists, physicists and engineers 
Ty either imported #9000 wood-encased, Locktite Refill BW ee 2 ser i ie 2 lay pi oc and 
ai Holder with or without new Tel-A-Grade degree In- ra = I | are the Modern-day pioneers, and 

Ee dicator, and imported 9030 drawing Leads. | = 2 the frontiers they are setting out 

Wt If you hope to be a master in your profession, use ; | ry | to conquer are the limitless ex- 
at CASTELL, drawing pencil of the masters. If your J es tes maces ap ee 
4 i College store is out of CASTELL, write to us. | Hi = ny panses of outer space. 

Et ) a= SOUTHEAST CHAPTER 
ce ai = . > \ A.W. FAB J 4 = CASTELL Wy) y Vy Southeast Chapter Secretary- 

' | = 
PENCIL CO.,. INC. NEWARK 3, N. J | Ui Treasurer Walter E. and Helen 

st s 4 setts (Continued on page 68) 
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Chance Vought F7U Cutlass 

Here’ impl ion: eres a simple equation: 

NO HIGH ALLOY STEEL = NO PLANE 

Without stainless steel, super-high-temperature steels and 
special electrical alloys, it just wouldn’t be possible to 
build, power and control a plane in the over-600-miles-per- 
hour class. That is our job: to develop and produce such 
metals, and it may be the niche in industry that will interest 
you in the future. In any case, remember that whenever 
you have problems that involve resisting corrosion, heat, 
wear and great stress, or require special magnetic properties, 
we're the people to see. Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, 

Oliver Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 

PIONEERING on the Horizons of Steel on the Horizons of Stee 

Alle hen Lud lum raed jeabIng propuctt 
Ik-attoy sree} 

wew ence Warehouse stocks of A-L Stainless carried by all Ryerson plants 
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“POWER OFF!” Test operations are directed from this central control room, where 
special measuring instruments greatly speed up the collection of pump performance 
data. That’s one way Worthington products are made more reliable by using... 

h ld’ il ... the world’s most versatile hydraulic proving ground 
ye op ie ie bo iS ay When you make pumping equipment that has to stand up and 
a pe eee deliver year after year anywhere in the world, you've got to be sure 

2 oe ‘fae v4 it will perform as specified. 
i , ; rth a 7 | That’s why we built one of the world’s largest hydraulic test 

ag : ¥ Bat stands at our plant in Harrison, New Jersey. Here, over a half- 
Ps a or ji. ry [7 acre “lake,” we can check the performance of anything from a 

Se Gi 4 4 ey 8 es pi fractional horsepower unit to pumps handling over 100,000 gallons 
co ba , oe 9 ‘te |. Fa minute. When you realize there are thousands of sizes and types 

Po ek ee ON eof centrifugal pumps alone, you get an idea of the versatility we 
cs Dy és f: ie ._. . | had to build into our proving-ground. 
Pe a Vi. i dil hielo ~~ i Naturally, our new test equipment is a big help to our research 

: a) eA i | | | eng'neers, as well as our customers. Now they get performance 
y t FAN | data on products quickly and accurately. Using it, we can save 

‘ ~~ | months, even years, in developing new Worthington fluid and air- i Masai . : . . : me -ifueal handling devices — equipment for which this company has been 
Cee te init Hae see) Oa Ee etn onthe es famous for over a century. For the complete story of how you can 
PeTelger AUOM ME (OWE 1Gk) NOW 1 SeEVICE AS ONG | aes fit into the Worthington picture, write F. F. Thompson, Mer., bian American Oil Company’s central air conditioning units in P 1 & Trainine Worthi eas a 
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. ersonne! raining, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, N. J. 

4.258 

See the Worthington representative when he visits your campus 
See the Worthington 

Corporation exhibit in 
New York City. A lively, 
informative display of 
product developments Liimerlidey es for industry, business and SSF i.) Se g TIO bi + ES the Roms, (Rark avenue CEC MUD DOC an reet. 

When you're thinking of a good job—think high—think Worthington 
AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION » COMPRESSORS + CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT + ENGINES + DEAERATORS + INDUSTRIAL MIXERS 

LIQUID METERS - MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION + PUMPS + STEAM CONDENSERS + STEAM-JET EJECTORS » STEAM TURBINES + WELDING POSITIONERS



I. the engineer who can do g ihn eli 
@ co) @ @ original thinking... 

ne  /g 
AiResearch is looking for your ON a.t Ze (=i y 
kind of engineer. LEU x Ue 7 / f SS A 

Through the years, we have Pee Lipp ——_— A MW Py\) 
built an outstanding reputation ae eee “ 4 ie 1 
for pioneering by seeking out : - _ 2 & 
engineers with a focus on the fu- SOFT-PEDAL FOR A — S/o 2S 
ture. In pneumatics, electronics, SUPERSONIC STORM a i. iy > a 
heat transfer or turbomachinery this AiResearch pneu- _ ( <2 e 
there is always a better way, and matic control weighs only | BAL 4 
the creative man will find it. 3 ounces, yet regulates __ Ce 4 i. the flow of hot air to 7. SS : Proof of this is our record of critical airplane parts vs. 
accomplishment in putting air to with unfailing depend- / 
work to solve many critical air- ability. It reacts 100 times i © anton craft problems...one aspect of faster than equipment / —_ 
our leadership in developing the previously used. ‘ « i, li 
aviation accessories which make Zz ~~ 
present day high-speed, high alti- y a 
tude flight possible. Our engi- Z — | | ; 
neers also solved heat problems ‘ 4 i geen 
which seemed unsurmountable J, 7J..- we LE Pay eG wesc oe / se BBS <a aS “ and blazed new trails in the ex- /_ PORE 
panding field of small turbo- A hap eer 
machinery (in which AiResearch lps ee ae a 
has more experience than all ‘ gf oe 
other sphisiins combined). EPS go 

That’s why we need creative 
engineers...and appreciate Premium positions are now Write to Mr. Wayne Clifford, 
them. You who qualify for an open for mechanical engineers AiResearch Manufactu ring 
AiResearch position will receive _.--electrical engineers... physi- Company, 9851 S. Sepulveda 
stimulating assignments, utilize _ cists...specialists in engineering Blvd.,Los Angeles 45,California. 
some of the finest research facil- mechanics...specialists in aero- Indicate your preference as to 
ities in the country and be well — dynamics...electronics engineers location either in Los Angeles 
rewarded financially. ...aeronautical engineers. or Phoenix. | 

THE ss CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 
Los Angeles 45, California « Phoenix, Arizona 

Designers and manufacturers of aircraft components: nerRiGeRarion SYSTEMS + PNEUMATIC VALVES AND CONTROLS « TEMPERATURE CONTROLS 
CABIN AIR COMPRESSORS + TURBINE MOTORS + GAS TURBINE ENGINES + CABIN PRESSURE CONTROLS + HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT + ELECTRO-MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT + ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS AND CONTROLS 
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bf a LC EL worry about insufficient water in the boiler, and the 

“ha i a = number of instruments was reduced. The boiler re- 

a \ sponded very quickly to load changes so boiler pres- 

y, a “ _—— “in ee ee ee sure remained quite constant. 

vi 4 4M a YO oe “i - . ing The Doble used a four cylinder, double acting, com- 

ae we. lo " (E2, Ga pound engine with two high pressure cylinders (two 

Sis : mie) a & po | and five-eighths inch bore, five inch stroke) and two 

—. A a ST low pressure cylinders (four and one-half inch bore, 

vs _ Aes Spe i) i five inch stroke). By means of a foot pedal, the steam 

A , i, 4 a” oo 4. cut-off in the cylinders could be varied to meet various 

— gS ——=2X—__. road conditions and give greater economy. Piston type 

5 ae a — valves which wear less than the common D-slide valve 

ie | were used in the engine. Main crank shaft and con- 

, ; necting rod bearings were roller bearings, and gave 

i a ‘ long, trouble free service. 

se ns ' The British Sentinel Waggon 

Dash of Keen Steamliner. Prior to World War HI, the Sentinel Waggon Works 

of Shrewsbury, England, built a steam powered truck. 

Steam Autos It was claimed that the initial cost was less than that 

(Continued from pase 29) of a gasoline powered truck, and operation was more 

economical. Fuel costs were only 44.7% of that for an 

switch was closed to start the burner. The dashboard equivalent gas engine truck, while fuel costs for a 

had many instruments which were confusing to any- diesel were 56.5% of that for the gas engines. The truck 

one not familiar with them. enjoyed some popularity, but has practically disap- 

The Doble Steam Car peared due to certain serious limitations. The truck 

The Doble steam auto used a flash type boiler, which used ra: water tuibe: bollee dived wath spat oF take; 2 
L believe to be the most suitable type or steam cars. though an automatic stoker fed the furnace, it required 

The water tube boiler held a large amount of water, all consitlerable attenvon} a two men were necessary to 

of which had to be heated to build up pressure. With operate the truck. Little effort was made to keep down 

a flash boiler, there was no water in the tubes when the the weight of the truck and since the total weight that 

burner was lighted. Consequently, the tubes quickly can be carried over public highways is Tinpatead by law, 

became hot; then water was pumped into them, and the payload was lower that it could have been. Exhaust 

it instantly “flashed” into steam. It built up full pres- steam was used ith proce EaHE 28 a steam locomo- 

sure in only thirty to forty-five seconds and thus cut tive. The result was a high consnimpuion, Gf SBtes, BOR 

down to a minimum the long waiting period connected the truck had to stop often to renew its supply. . 

with the starting of most steam vehicles, About this same time, the Germans were experiment- 

The burner operated automatically; starting when- ing with steam powered cars, trucks and busses which 

ever steam pressure fell below 750 pounds per square overcame the shortcomings of the shortcomings of the 

inch. Water was pumped into the boiler under control Sentinel truck. 

of the boiler temperature and pressure. There was no German Steam Vehicles 

The Henschel Locomotive Works of Kassel, Ger- 

ine . Sa m= many, did extensive experimenting with autos, trucks 

5 | TL — and busses using the Doble power unit. They were in 

ee Ge! el actual production of trucks and busses just prior to the 

‘ _. = second World War. Evidently the war put an end to 

y iC _ a — a production, and nothing has been done to renew it 

“ " . aoe * i q since. This is both unfortunate and surprising because of 

ya ut ag the success of the units built. They were built more 

be hg. a cheaply and operated more economically than their 

: ra . oo _ LE gasoline engine powered rivals. One of the reasons the 

oe a Germans were interested in them was they burned coal 

ee —. .  __ oil, thus saving gasoline for the war effort. Perhaps 

oo. —_— they were not revived after the war because there was 

>= ——— . no longer the need to conserve gasoline. 

: — i oo _ _ Although they were never in production of the auto, 

“i... . models were thoroughly road tested and gave excellent 

Under the hood of the Keen Steamliner. (Continued on page 64) 
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ENGINEERS Who Know Their Business Will Want to Make It Their 

Business to Hear The Full Story of Chemstrand ... where the future 
i ! has just begun!... WRITE TODAY it you think you can 

qualify for a position on Chemstrand’s team. wr ee re ee en nny 
1@§1 TECHNICAL PERSONNEL MANAGER, Dept. uw-2 ' 

: ' The Chemstrand Corporation r 
D ! Decatur, Alabama 4 

A!) Gentlemen: ' 
. I It is my understanding that you need for immediate ‘ 
. | employment graduate engineers in various fields, i 
. I particularly chemical, mechanical, industrial, 1 

CHEMSTRAND v 1 textile and instrument engineering. : 

: | lama graduate engineer. ! 
: | Please send me information concerning the ground floor ! 
a I opportunities at Chemstrand. 1 

PONaMe ' 
i i Streer__ H 

ii 
a! IT a ZONE I STAT ns t 
Oe i--__----eet 

THE CHEMSTRAND cCorPoRATION, DECATUR, ALABAMA 

TOMORROW'S BIG DECISIONS WILL BE MADE by the men who act today... 
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Steam Autos De-Icing 
(Continued from page 62) (Continued from page 21) 

Present Day Activity because there is no available source of hot air, and the 

If any of the larger automotive manufacturers of to- only practical way remaining is to anti-ice a propellor 
day are working on steam cars, they are keeping it through the use of slip rings and electric resistance 

secret. The only experimental work on new power heaters on the blades. 

plants seems to be on gas turbines and free piston type Jet airplanes, on the other hand, do not have the 

engines. Although the companies seemingly pay little propellor problem. Generally the jet airplanes produced 

attention, many individuals are operating steam autos today have a hot air anti-icing system. Jets have a 

and are convinced of their superiority to the gasoline tremendous source of hot air from the engine com- 

auto. Most of these people operate the old steam cars — PTESSOTS. This hot air is sent through the airplane by 
built years ago, but a few actually built modern cars ™C8Ms of ducts that are in the leading edges of the 
which are great improvements over the old model wing and tail surfaces or any other surface that would 
SECNTHRTS, be subjected to ice accumulation. It would, of course, 

* be possible for jet airplanes to use an electrical anti- 
The Keen ‘Steamliner” ‘cing system using their alternators for a source of 

Mr, Charles F. Keen of Madison, Wisconsin, is one of power, but this would not be as economical or as 
the enthusiasts who built his own car. His “Steamliner” mechanically simple as the hot air duct system. 
in a handsome looking coupe (see fig.) which uses The engineering division of the Northrup Aircraft 
a Doble type flash boiler. It has a single cylinder, Company has developed what they call “highly effec- 

double acting D-slide valve engine with a three inch — tive” thermal anti-icing system that is primarily de- 

bore and five inch stroke. This seems like a small en- signed for the F-89D Scorpion. Their system takes care 

gine compared to those previously mentioned, but the — of wings, empennage, wingtip rocket pods, windshields, 

car uses very high pressure steam (1500 pounds per leading edges of the engine intake ducts and forward 

square inch), and Mr. Keen states that it is entirely frame components. 

adequate. The car gets twelve to fourteen miles to the To keep the leading edges of the airframe and 

gallon of furnace oil, which is the usual fuel used. Ac- engine components clear of ice formation, high tem- 

celeration is equal or superior to that of any stock perature air is bled from the compressor of the Scor- 

model car on the road today. Mr. Keen has minimized _ pion’s two J35A35 jet engines. Ducts are used to take 
the number of instruments on the dashboard to make the air from the compressors to places of ice formation. 
operation of the car simpler. He is now working on a The engines have additional ice protection from 
uniflow type engine to replace the present engine in screens that retract automatically when the plane is 

hopes of getting still greater economy of operation. airborne or if icing conditions prevail when the plane 

is on the ground. These screens have a dual purpose. 
The Future of Steam Vehicles When they are extended and the plane is idling on the 

The future of steam power does not look bright. ground these screens will help to keep birds and small 

Large auto manufacturers have spent millions to bring animals from being sucked into the engine. 

the gasoline engine to its present high state of develop- The windshield of the Scorpion is protected by 
ment. The public is used to internal combustion en- electric resistance heating, This is much the same prin- 

gines, and it would be difficult to develop a market for ciple as the tin-plating of the windshields mentioned 

a mass produced steam car. It would take much time earlier. The Scorpion’s windshields have a coating of 

and money to develop a steamer that is as simple to conductive material on both the inside and the outside 

operate and requires as little care as the gasoline auto of the glass. The outside unit for ice protection and 

does, and this would be essential to make it popular. the inside unit for anti-fogging. In normal flight both 

One place where | believe the steam engine could be units are heated continuously and the output can be 

an immediate success is in powering the heavy duty raised for emergency conditions. 

trucks and equipment such as are used in open pit ore There is a new technique for applying electric heater 

mining, road building and general earth moving. These elements on the surface of air foils. The heater elements 

vehicles need great torque at low speed; no other en-  @Te sprayed by flame spray guns. This process is very 
gine can match the steam engine for this quality, The adaptable because of the ease with which it can be 

long life of the steam engine would cut maintenance ®@pplied_to complicated profiles, and requires only 
costs to a minimum. Such disadvantages of the steamer standard commercial equipment. In designing this 
as more instruments and the delay necessary to heat equipment the manufacture kept in mind the important 

the boiler would be of one consequence as experienced requirements of the heater. They are: heat losses to 

men operate the equipment and once started, it runs structure must be at a minimum, resistance of con- 

all day. Also, in this field, one would not have the ductor element should be adjustable to varying loads; 

trouble of overcoming the natural public reluctance to physical and mechanical properties of equipment 

accept something new. END (Continued on page 72) 
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an enthusiastic al rR 

for Collins New Integrated Flight System i i, f 

Capital Airlines wires: “Enthusiastic in approval pf eg U7 
of Collins Integrated Flight System—basic flight ire “ i} Me : . . . . ” Se . Le instrumentation for our entire Viscount aircraft fleet. ey Oe j 4 

ee AY 
SS 2 

There’s good reason for this enthusiasm. The Collins Integrated jy KN 
Flight System is the greatest advancement in all-weather flying > ‘ 
aids. It presents to the pilot a continuous picture of his il ce 
aircraft’s attitude and position, on two easy-to-read instruments. : \ \ 
It takes the strain out of instrument landings, assuring the w\. \ 
most precise descent possible. It makes cross country ee » 4 ( 
navigation easier and more accurate. oe i 

= a A ‘aoe ‘ 

Sam ie Ss es% ne Ve) The Integrated Flight System SS Bi > AN 
a ee a —another leading achievement Q Ri 4 \ 
4s a ie by Collins in aviation Pao S\N 
Co. ey electronic development. Pesto N 

Pe a 
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY Cat: 

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA © —‘1930 Hi-Line Drive, DALLAS 2, TEXAS rN — 
2700 W. Olive Avenue, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 

PE 
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Memory Machines provement that has been made in the large storage 

(Continued from page 13) class and by using great lengths of tape with several 

parallel tracks on each tape, almost inlimited informa- 

Another type of inner memory is now being devel- tion capacity can be realized. Again, however, the 

oped in the laboratories that is analogous to the mag- magnetic tape has several undesirable properties. Ac- 

netic-core system. It uses a new ferro-electire material cess time to the tape is very slow, and it is almost im- 

that retains an electric history just as the ferrite cores possible to make corrections or additions on the tape 

retain a magnetic history. However, the ferro-electric without great expense. Either blank spots are left be- 

memory may prove to be more practical because of the | tween information areas or else a new tape is made 

small amount of clectric power that it requires. Bell each time a correction or addition is needed. Both 

Telephone has built such a ferro-electric crystal mem- alternatives are wasteful and very expensive. 

ory that is composed of two sets of parallel electrodes Perhaps an answer to this dilemma of the need for 

at right angles to each other in a crystal only 14 inch — large storage capacity has been found by Gilbert W. 

square, Such a tiny crystal can store 256 binary digits. King. He is working on a photo-scopic disk memory 

Again, the future of this type of high-speed memory in _ that is based on the great density of information that 

digital computers looks promising. can be stored on a disk using high-resolution photo- 

The supplement to the inner-memory, the intermedi- graphic emulsions. With this photoscopic technique it 

ate-speed memory, uses the magnetic drum as a infor- may soon be possible to employ densities 100 times as 

mation storage place. This drum has a ferro-magnetic great as those on magnetic tape. This means it may be 

material on its outer surface that is comparable to the possible to store 500,000 words on a 12 inch phono- 

magnetic tape recorder. Then the drum is rotated at graph record, and this small storage space would also 

high speed, magnetized tracks are put on its surface mean almost instantaneous read-off time. 

that represent stored information. These digits or words The development and application of this photo- 

are written on and read off by electro-magnet heads scopic technique is still in its early stages, but it 

that are directly over the magnetized tracks. IBM has promises to eventually give us a computer that has 

developed such a magnetic drum that lays down tracks the storage capacity of a library of books. And when 

one-tenth of an inch apart that stores about 80 binary this vast capacity is used with the magnetic-core and 

digits to the inch. With this storage capacity a drum _ ferro-electric memories, there may be no limit to the 

only 4 inches in diameter and 12 inches long could speed and usefulness of the digital computer. END 

store about 4,000 English words. 

Although drums with a capacity of up to 100,000 OO 

English words have been put into use, the magnetic- Stop and Think 

drum memory has serious limitations. Like the mercury- (Continued from page 33) 

delay tube of inner memories, information on the drum 

is not immediately available, and the desired portion of | Sure you can readily see that to do this an engineer 

the drum must come under the electromagnetic head needs the most rigorous type of specialized training. 

before the computer can receive information. This Without a good high school foundation, no one can 

means a delay of 10,000 to 20,000 miscro-seconds on start such a program in college. 

even the fastest drum, which is a long time by com- Besides thet specialized training which is required of 

puter standards. The magnetic-core memories may a0 engineer, it is essential that he have a broad gen- 

solve this problem, however, just as they seem to be eral education. People do not always reason out that 

the answer for the high-speed inner memory. Once a if the engineer is going to use his specialized training 

way is found to cut down on their cost, the magnetic- to the highest degree of efficiency in serving his fellow 

core may be even used in the largest intermediate man, that he should also know something of history, 

memory sizes, up to 200,000 English words. politics, psychology, economics, and all the other fields 

The third complement of the complete computer which affect the potential needs of the engineer's 

memory, that of a vast storage analogous to a large neighbor. To say that an engineer has a very narrow 

filing system, is in the comparatively early stages of restricted education is not true; exactly the opposite is 

development. Most digital computers still rely on the case. 

punched cards which can be read no faster than 20,000 In summary, get ready for ANY vocation or profes- 

words per minute. When this is compared to the inter- sion by taking basic requirements NOW. Next, inform 

mediate memory which can be read at 400,000 words yourself about what a future in all vocations that seem 

per minute, or faster, and the inner memory, which can _ to interest you will provide in service to others and in 

be read at 6,000,000 words per minute, it can be seen success and happineses for yourself. Lastly, make a 

how the large memory bank severely limits the speed wise decision in terms of your abilities and interests 

of the entire digital computer. However, the newer under the direction and guidance of someone equipped 

computers have partially gotten away from this limita- to give you counsel. And, finally, I hope you decide 

tion by changing from the standard punched card to to be an engineer and come to the College of Engi- 

rolls of magnetic tape. To date, this is the best im- neering at the University of Wisconsin. END 
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smart move 

There are three jobs for every two engineers in this 

country. It’s an engineer’s dream... and therein lies a 

danger. 

For this simply means that it’s easier than ever be- 

fore to make a mistake in the company and the job you 

choose. 

If you’re wise, you’ll realize that the move you make 

now is possibly the most important in your business 

life. Hence, you’d do well to look closely into the man- 

agement of any company you’re considering. Then take 

a careful look at the future of the job you’re offered. 

It might be a smart move to look closely at the Martin 

story—for it’s the story of the youngest and most 

dynamic engineering management group in the aircraft 

industry today. 

Contact your placement officer or J. M. Hollyday. The 

Martin Company, Baltimore 8, Maryland. 

DE SS Tice | 
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| WwW S P E discussions, talks at service clubs in 
4 | -J.F.E£. ij 1 i chbori iti eb 4 ‘ . “ing cities po (Continued from page 58) madison and neighboring cities, 

és talks before high school students 
ae ————en oe > Dick of Waukesha vacationed at and displays of engineering works 

2 “un Lyules an lo) ia on a New Orleans and accomplishments. 
Bek Mr MEY adel cs ae 31 isi e Evangeline ighlighti <a eye gk aoe 4 - then Piao he —-o Highlighting the week of events 

BAY = ~n oe ES ae o . . during the — was the dinner meeting at Great 

Pr ee ee Ul —s Oe : “L re we ary Hall, Memorial Union on Wednes- 
pS | ee eral ees I ee esolv a 2 § 2aS ashi ;: ay 
Fees i eee i — Cl esolved, var i he Southe “a day, Washington’s Birthday, Feb- 

ee lls he oy ars living i 9 e- - ° 7 c 
| Sa Pees || eee j a me f DELS nar in Wauke ruary 22, at which more than 300 
| eee era | I ry, sha C 2 grante: ormissi ° 7 
| mee =i a bee | CS ne ‘ounty be en 4 Seine persons were present. The Chapter 
| Sap ry rm a new chapter ¢ affiliate 7 - - eg ll | | to: orm a new ¢ apter Ane au iate was host to graduating senior en- 
sooo ahs a i ee with the Wisconsin Society of Pro- gineering students, 150 from the 

be ie agai [is gee VS wclinws 4 — 4 . wEIKS * 

is one ee fe ee fe | al ees and Ld 1 University of Wisconsin and 32 out 
Paice). eames eee) e it er resolve a 5 : . - 
Sane a i e it tart er resolved, that U re of 33 from the Wisconsin Institute 

eC a Sppeass Zoe “a Southeast Chapter members resid- of Technology at Platteville 
| CAE Re ee ae co Co eed i . . . . Ya atteville, 

ing in Jefferson, Dodge, Washing- . ape 
. Special recognition and appre- 

ower 0 ton, and Ozaukee counties be aa. : . 
Bi * ciation on a state-wide basis must 

PY allowed to join the Chapter of their * Sy 
boyy lee Eg : ° be given to Leo Kosak, Chairman 

choice, and . . * . 
: . . _ of Registration Promotion who pro- 

wy | Be it further resolved, that any oo ; a 
be z | moted this idea of providing the : 1 7 I g& 
b for America’s young || member of the WSPE may belong Chapt 1 ith 
a ‘ ¢ * 4 ‘ ‘ Shapter members w he oppor- 
mm «engineers with capacity for | to more than one chapter by paying : iprer ra ¢ i = © oppor a ; . ips : of counseling the engineers 
L continuing achievements in 11 | additional Chapter membership unity feoumise ing ne engineer 

L radio and electronics LE] | fees approaching graduations on the 

| | Today, engineers and physicists | | | merits of “Registration” and “Pro- 

he Joekine = Tomorrow from she | SOUTHWEST CHAPTER fessional Engineering”. The Chap- 
fp top of this tower ...the famed 9 | CHAS. M. PERLMAN alen wichos : Fe axeniary 
| Microwave Tower of Federal =~] | . . . . ter also wishes to extend its appre- 

| Telecommunication Laboratories | Under the chairmanship of Prof. Giation to Professor Paul J. Grogan 
|... a great development unit of | as sofa 3 Unive - : SS ee ee 
| the world-wide, American-owned |” Thomas J. <p ae of the moe for his excellent job in providing 
roo j oS sity setri ineering >part- wyeae 
a olsen aclephone and (4 | sity Electrica Engineering epart the facilities and program arrange- 
, eee? eS mo _{| | ment, together with a hard working . i samatvawnet ith T. K 

L- Here, too, is opportunity for 7 | ‘rae sed of Warren ments in conjunction with |. K. 

} the young graduate engineers of cormmiutice COMPOSE ane Jordan, Program Chairman for the 
omens 3 Sota 5 cre _| | Turner, John Frederick, Page John- Chapter 

| associated with leaders in the | | | = ; - . a : 
| electronic field... to work with | | Son, Chas. Perlman and Fay Mor- Other guests were C. W. Ottens- 

| the finest facilities...towinrec- |] | gan, a program of “National Engi- Busts were N , 
-)  ognition...to achieve advance- __ mc it . man, Dean of the Institute; Fred- 
[} ment commensurate with | neers’ Week” activities was carried ick W. Schul West Higl 

5 L : stick W. Schuler es igh 
P capacity. 4 out with great success. The pro- Sols i ai & aaa 1 8 
L i : 5 sics teacher, who was 

wetoe more aout baer! hoved (1 | gram embraced a variety of activ- choo) Paysics teacher, Wine 
LS PPI y...its long- | Be ge . , recently awarded citation by 
| range program and generousem- ||| | ities for every day in the week of WS PE fF the th State’ 
| _— ployee benefits. See your Place- | 9: « . .S.P.E. as one of the three States 
| ment Officer today for further in- February 19 through 25 which in a . 

| formation about FTL. ||| cluded radio and television panel (Continued on page 70) 
Bo 

la INTERESTING | 
Ee ASSIGNMENTS IN— 2 fname 
Lo Radio Communication Systems _ ee oe “y 
Eo Electron Tubes . ye | ; a 
| Microwave Components | Hg 4 cs 
| Electronic Countermeasures | 4 : : yy = 
L Air Navigation Systems | ~ Sy 

La Missile Guidance . \ eee 
be Transistors and other | : x a 

LS Semiconductor Devices a oe : ees : 
Ee Rectifiers * Computers * Antennas |_| + 1 - oa 
ls Telephone and | a EN Lo 
a Wire Transmission Systems {a aa e : 

b ou ' i Federal . } o a 
‘ ‘ i. _ - ( =. 

| Welecommunication s ae aoe. Ry 
- i - Eres. (Ce ee F ‘ ee eS 

 — Laboratories | |= SO FD <r 

. wutet 2, | At the head table—from left, E. J. Kallevang, retired Vice President of Engineering : A Division of International al. ad. tab . a 
& _ Telephoneand Telegraph Corporation | from the Wisconsin Power & Light Company, who was recently named the “outstand- 
bE 500 Washington Avenue, Nutley, N.J. By ing engineer” of the State Society; Kurt Wendt, Dean of the College of Engineering, 

e.. Ae University of Wisconsin; and Harold L. Plummer, Chairman of Wisconsin State High- 

Ne way Commission, the guest speaker. 
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THE NEW CONTINENTAL; Ford Motor Company’s super-luxury car, is a quality product from bumper to 
bumper. Naturally, the finish is the finest available—lacquer based on Hercules® nitrocellulose. Quick 
drying and long wearing, versatile lacquer is the standard of quality wherever the finest in finishes is 
sought. (Lacquer for the Continental manufactured by Rinshed-Mason Co., Detroit, Mich.) 

eR ___ |. CA 

Be 
CC HERCULES’ CONTINUING EXPANSION is reflected in an Be EE * + t + ‘ \  . oe increase in sales from $7,640,741 in 1913 to $226, 

._ a. 651,058 in 1955, 11,259 employes, and an unbroken BSE CE ENR RR ee » s fa % . ee eS e  . history of consecutive dividends since Hercules’ organi- 
tC oe : _ zation in 1913, Send for your copy of our annual report. 

rr. fl. = eo = ot : 
< oo pon - a  ,rCUCr—sSCizCO™*SCSC - 

wa ee 2 
 - ~=Cstn 

ee 

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY 

953 Market St., Wilmington 99, Del. Sales Offices in Principal Cities H 12 ya i yi / 1a S 
SYNTHETIC RESINS, CELLULOSE PRODUCTS, CHEMICAL COTTON, TERPENE CHEMICALS, 

ROSIN AND ROSIN DERIVATIVES, CHLORINATED PRODUCTS, OXYCHEMICALS, 
G56-1 EXPLOSIVES, AND OTHER CHEMICAL PROCESSING MATERIALS. CHEMICAL MATERIALS FOR INDUSTRY 
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W S P E The ‘engineering team’ is en- plication and specialized know-how 

— | “oe «8 gaged in taking the load from hu- of not only his technical job, but 

(Continued from page 68) man and animal muscles and using the economic and human factors 

outstanding science and mathemat- our natural forms of energy and as well.” 

ics teachers; and E. J. Kellevang, machines so that this work is now “« . . oe . Retired Vice President of Engi 1 OK b h An engineering technician is 
etirec -e Presiden - > ce AGhINes 2 

neering of the Wisconsin Power & Sone BF Ber oe Ge dee one who can carry out in a respon- neel > Wiscons yer sheraas: i » Civi 6 ‘ave : 4 

Light Co who was recently named ee ee days, sible mamner either proven tech- 
ae care ij  amirinees” F th , Sh ie probably 15 per cent of the niques which are common know!- 
outstanding engineer of the otate work was accomplished that way. edge among those who are techni- 

Society.  pRBOh new 7s. tag ‘i : a. : 
y New machinery is taking people cally expert in his branch of engi- 
WESTERN CHAPTER out of the labor force and substi- neering, or those specially pre- 

Karl O. Werwath pointed out to tuting mechanized power and con- scribed by professional engineers. 

the Western Chapter of the Wis- trol. This requires a new high Under general professional engi- 

consin Society of Professional En- degree of technical skill by our neering direction, or following 

gineers at their dinner meeting at workers if we are to maintain our established engineering techniques 

La Crosse Tuesday evening Feb. productive leadership. Such be- he shall be capable of carrying out 

21, matters of serious and proper come a part of the ‘engineering many duties. 

concern in maintaining a strong team’. To maintain our productive , 

and healthy nation. leadership of 5 per cent of the In carrying out many of these 

“The growing need for technical people producing 50 per cent of duties, the competent supervision 

manpower is in two directions: the world’s goods, which we must of the work of skilled craftsmen 

Number and depth of technical do to maintain our economic and will be necessary. 

know-how. We are acutely aware political leadership, requires that An engineering technician, there- 

of the demand for professional en- each individual understand clearly fore, requires a background suffi- 

ginecring personnel. Actually, his part in this production and dis- cient to enable him to understand 

much of the problem is the alarm- tribution effort; and especially if the reasons and purposes of the 

ingly small number of sufficiently he is engaged in technical work, operations for which he is respon- 

qualified engineering technicians. that he understand the broad im- sible.” END 

Meg) ~—-For Jet Engines... i 
JO ee et J fe |. ee __— rown's 
bs SO a masterpiece Book Shop 

Ce fp @ Steiff Animals 
tif. @ Bucky Badger Tie Clasps 

Veet | A 0 @ Bucky Badger Ear Rings 
2 a | et q @ Bucky Badger Beer Steins 
\G | at rs . : @ Bucky Badger Pins VEN \ ae Mo. engineering @ Wisconsin Garters 
WY XS & oo © Tee Shirts 
N “a eos I , / @ Polo Shirts 
SS SS 1b - Fafnir builds super-precision ball @ Sweat Shirts 

ay hy “@ » earings with tolerances held to @ Pennants 
oN he . << =~=~—~_miillionths of an inch and finishes to @ Brief Cases 
NS E < , microinches. These bearings support @ Fountain Pens 
Oe oO jet engine rotors where they with- @ Autobridge 
———— A stand high loads and speeds while @ Chess Sets 
waa? - compensating for distortion and ®@ Circular Slide Rules 

maintaining shaft rigidity under @ Pelican Pens 

AIRCRAFT CONTROL BEARING CATALOG... blast furnace conditions. @® Pencil Pointers 

available for university libraries. This catalog con- The self-aligning jet engine ball @ Wisconsin Blankets 
tains complete dimensional and load rating tables, bearing illustrated involv dial 
scale drawings and a special engineering section earing ilustrated involves a radia 5% Cash Rebate 
featuring technical data. and a thrust bearing assembled in 

one-piece self-aligning outer ring. * 

All parts must fit together with ex- 9 - 

iF A e Lied i & treme precision. Higher mathematics, BRO \V \ S 

metallurgy, mechanical and aeronau- 

BALL BEARINGS tical engineering are required to Book Shop Inc. 

design and construct such a bearing. 

MOST COMPLETE LINE IN AMERICA The Fafnir Bearing Company, New 673 — STATE STREET — 712 
Britain, Connecticut. | 
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Be ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA | ) 
pre = me oon | 

LT 1] =) —_— au 4 | i | ) An i | | hm oo \ om yy 7 i A 

CCT eT me Yo Va 

| . Oj ale) | =r 
— J he | | || so CHALLENGING : oe ye 3 } 

ee 7 en es m. a a . A (| — Ee, this industry... 
i Mo 4 

i  —rt—<“‘_OCS || so REWARDING ea, i. 2 gee 

smi its opportunities a oe \ _ es (Me, S TS | 

“ | a |) ...and so VARIED 

A | | j/ the careers it offers... se A ae | i" | a | i 

a de) oe i 

a i meee |} ei Ja 
poo ——— ec caeeea =a 

Alcoa wrote this book to tell the story 

Few basic industries can match aluminum for speed of They can share in new and startling research and growth and diversity of activities. And Alcoa sets the development triumphs sure to come from Alcoa ... for pace for the aluminum industry. these new engineers will work with research teams that Because of this growth and diversity, Alcoa needs developed such products as the first 330-kv transmission outstanding young engineers who, someday, will take line . . . the first aluminum curtain walls . . . all the over every important management function at Alcoa. important basic families of aluminum alloys. Alcoa’s Alcoa’s book tells you this story. new book outlines this exciting future. If you are earning a degree in metallurgical, mechani- Or, if you prefer selling, Alcoa provides opportunities cal, electrical, industrial, chemical, civil or other engi- in sales engineering and sales development where sales- neering field, Alcoa wants to discuss your future with manship of the highest order is needed . . . and where you. Alcoa’s book tells you how to go about this. recognition comes quickly. You'll find this excitingly Engineers who select a career with Alcoa will earn portrayed in Alcoa’s book. their professional recognition under the men who built See your Placement Director, or write directly for the aluminum business. They’ll gain their experience your copy of A Career for You With Alcoa. You'll find with the industry’s foremost production equipment, it stimulating and rewarding reading. Use the coupon such as America’s biggest forging press. for convenience, 

Write for your copy 
Your Guide to the Best in Aluminum Value De ey 

. | ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA I 
| 1825 Alcoa Building I 
| Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania 

. Please send me a copy of A Career for You With Alcoa. I j. 

nL ATHUm | | as Name _ a en series pal! supustith | | co sn Po Address 
. | 

City and State 

Tune in the ALCOA HOUR, television's finest | cotege.__ agree __Dete of radation —__ hour of live drama, alternate Sunday evenings. bL—— — 
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Engineering | De-Icing 
| (Continued from page 64) 

| 
Writi | should be unaffected by extreme 

n g | ambient temperatures; external sur- 

| faces should be aerodynamically 

——— | smooth; thickness of coating should 

Why at H [ J G I | HK S | be minimum for weight saving, and 

‘i it should have good adhesion to 
| _ : a : 
| metallic surfaces; with easy main- 

i i — ie] | tenance for economy and repair on 

ee eee 7 nage «the field. 

, oe _ oe | The manufacturer claims his 

i — —— me Sn 2 Cee ll (tt | heater will fulfill the above re- 

a ae LL. oe ca | quirements and extensive tests have 

‘ : i i si Bai — \ | Cbeen completed on the equipment. 

er | ’ i _ \ : : = 4 ee | These tests have shown that this 

=" ef eee ae : — sot ‘ 
iN oe fe j. et 5 | | de-icing equipment can be adapted 

.s \ fg .. x — ee | é , sips 

(1 fe at ev | | to transonic and supersonic air foils 

_ 1. > =" | | and will give satisfactory service. 

_  ©¢ f= a _- = coh ; . 
i | 3 ee =% > “a | The electric power necessary to 

\ 6h - i gk en VES | operate this system comes from the 

@u we ts Dt ae i . ° 

| 9 - oo ae Fy o Be | airplane alternator and can be used 

ie _m 7 A Eb cmcien 3 | i | for continuous heating, anti-icing 

ae la eo — 2 5 : 5. 

‘ | G4 = a. 1 | or intermittent heating de-icing. 

“ — | The weight of the installation on 
| , . . 

3 . Fi cai ' a four engine transport type air- 

An engineering writer is that rare | 8 ansport type 

aan ‘ “ | plane would be about 1000 pounds 
combination of a man so technically informed 1 th . ‘ 

that he knows every detail of a given | and id ie maxim power input 

piece of equipment—and also is able to | woulc be 130.6 w. In re ation to 

present a clear, concise, written description the total weight of the airplane it 

of its operation and performance. is very light. ; 
In the field of transonic and 

supersonic airplanes the problem 

of ice control must be considered 

. | differently. The designs of the sonic 

Engineering writers at Hughes are as important to the team wa . 8 _ s 

effort on any project as the other engineers and physicists with } alr foils and ambient conditions of 

whom they work in close cooperation. This is because the material | flight at these speeds must be taken 

created by engineering writers are products—just as are antennas, | into consideration. These factors 

modulators, synchronizers and other electronic items. indicat th le-ici . ld 

. ‘ . ¥ indicate the de-icing system woulc 

The writers’ products include Hughes equipment operating | ate the ANG, SYS 

instructions; pilot and radar operator instruction manuals; serv- | be best. 

ice instruction books; test equipment use and service manuals; | Transonic and supersonic air 

illustrated parts cata es. Ta recorde: re a time- and effort- toe 7 é 
illustr ated parts catalogues Tape recorders are a time- and effor | foils are designed very thin for 

saving tool in this work. 
| ii na With his thi 

Evening classes are available nearby at the University of Cali- | undistorted Han SOMES it " this en 

fornia, Los Angeles, and the University of Southern California, | design it would be practically im- 

for engineering writers desiring to advance their knowledge of possible to install hot air ducts to 

the electronics arts. 
ae 3 . “a 

carry hot air into the wing and tail 

surfaces. At supersonic speeds anti- 

icing is not necessary because of 

ENGINEERS and PHYSICISTS | heat generated by air friction. At 

FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING AVAILABLE POSITIONS WRITE: | a speed of Mach 3 the skin tem- 

| perature of the airplane would be 

Scientific | approximately 2000° and would 

oY, 
: . 

Staff | | [ G I | EK; S | constitute a cooling problem in- 

2, , 
eg 

Relations | stead of ice control. Ice control 

| systems will be necessary only 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 5 st 7 
. . | when the plane is traveling on the 

Culver City, Los Angeles County, California | ground and before high speeds are 

Photo, above: Engineering writer working with Hughes engineers | : i 

gna design phase of the Hughes Falcon air-to-air guided missile. | attained. END 
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Build your future on these 
a 

3 Growth Industries... 
Sa re 

4 eek A fier; MANUFACTURING — There are 51 Allis is ai] Ota al Pe Var Chalmers motors in this lineup of machine tools 
Fe aie Ly prgae ‘ae designed for high automobile production. 

s ee ah cr ve, a ae 3 G io hy 

ae oo ek a 6 
= ges A 4 ri 

[eC  . ae oe 
Deere Lies N mE 

Gs Pas le oe Ee ao a A BR Ro oe are RY 

es - si 3 <i ~ ao . y 4 y . Mi 

Te 1s much talk today about growth companies. Allis- CONSTRUCTION— Crushers like these from 
Chalmers is one of them, supplying machinery for three Allis-Chalmers process the enormous quantities of 

basic industries—manufacturing, construction and power. aggregate for the booming construction industry. 
Therein lies an opportunity for you, since Allis-Chalmers —— . as 

builds many types of equipment. wir is : ia 

... for a manufacturing industry that must increase output $3.5 me ae Shh NE oO ul 
billions by this time next year. \| 2a - Mo L ‘ 
. . . for the construction industry that is destined to spend many | erty a 
billions of dollars on highways in the next ten years. ae eo vy, ee 

. . . for the electric power industry that will double its capacity : ee a - ke 2 i | 
by 1956. ia . a] ei pie’ 7 

Here’s what Allis-Chalmers offers to Young Engineers: ke : aE : 
A graduate training course that has been a model for industry it “ 7 ee 
since 1904. You have access to many fields of engineering: a - a eA a 
Electric power, hydraulics, atomic energy, ore processing. laa oe 5 j - : 7 

There are many kinds of work to try: Design engineering, / )  o . on a 
application, research, manufacturing, sales. Over 90 training Se ee i 
stations are available with expert guidance when you want it. ~ ve] ae Yi 4 me / 
Your future is as big as your ability can make it. =? he 8 

Or, if you have decided your field of interest and are well re ee... ald 2 4 
qualified, opportunities exist for direct assignments on our a = co engineering staff. POWER GENERATION—Allis-Chalmers is 

. helpi t i d id with ip- In any case—learn more about Allis-Chalmers. Ask the A-C neti uduns aan 000 kva transformer, “ manager in your territory, or write direct to Allis-Chalmers, ‘ . 
Graduate Training Section, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 

ALLIS-CHALMERS ©): A-4684 v all over the World 
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I. R. Drops, I 

We hear that a fool and his money are soon parted, When I was a little lad 

but please tell us how they got together in the first Upon my mother’s knee, 

place, She used to ask me, “Son of mine— 

ee What will you one day be—?” 

As a good neighbor she agreed to take the youngsters And I, with slide rule in my hand— 

of her block to the pool for the afternoon, In her anxiety The toy I loved so dear— 

for their safety she failed to notice a red light and was Would answer, “Mama you well know 

whistled to a halt. I'll be an engineer.” 
As the policeman came along he asked, “Lady, don’t 

Y ” 5 > a While other boys my age 
you know when to stop? . . om! 

« » oo « We're reading fairy tales 
See here,” she protested, “these are not all my : : “ 

children.” I'd bug my little eyes out 

, oe. Over books of logs and scales. 

I'd like to get something for my wife, but nobody The formulae they: stuffed me 
: . : ° Was not sweet milk and meal— 

will make me an offer. : . ie 
I'd eat equations X times Y 

eo @ : 
How good they made me feel. 

It takes years of experience for a girl to kiss like a And so it was that pi to me 

oginner. 
PesInNer: Was nothing that I ate. 

oo 
I knew it equaled three one four 

The main trouble with lipstick is, it doesn’t. So I'd leave it on my plate 

ee a The calculus and algebra 
Became my bone and joint 

Then there was the meteorologist who could look What difference did it really make 

into a girl’s eyes and tell weather. If my head came to a point? 

oo 8 Then as it is in every life 

5 le hi respect’ for: ad eee ats A kindred soul I spied 
; ried people lave no respec or age, un ess 10S I wooed her with exponents 

ROSTER cee And with fractions she replied 

Her eyes were complex variables, 
Coed to EE: “I don’t care if you are a volunteer fire- Her figure hyperbolic 

man, keep your hands off my hose.” Her lips were hysteresis loops 

s 84 Her smile was quite symbolic. 

F i aod : « Jur wedding was a joining 
You know,” said the high school graduate, “I have ¢ ur wedaing was a Jom i 

. . _ Of two mathematical wizards 
half a mind to go to college. . 

“ Le : “eh aa? . We knew all calculations 
Well,” his teacher decided, “that’s as good as most. 2 i 

From alpha to the izzards 

oes Yet with all this wealth of knowledge 

C.E.: “Did Fifi blush when the strap on her bathing No matter how we try, 

suit broke?” The operations we do best 

Chem.E.: “I didn’t notice.” Is just to multiply. 
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oAnother page for MI MATURE 
a 4 q 

—,. 

a Tie : How to locate shafts accurately 
en [ = on high-speed (Ay ti Ba ee . ° V7 & | i precision chucking machine 

eee |; ee | Engineers designing the new Bullard Mult-Au- 
Eon =| Zz Matic Type “L” vertical chucking machine were a A ey a Pp gs -—_— iF; ™ faced with the problem of achieving high preci- ae ane | : , p> sion despite heavy work loads and high speeds. 

: |) a bpipteaeicrmeniom To do this, they used Timken® tapered roller bear- Nit) COU | ~—_ ings to furnish the precision and load-carrying 
4... rl ae | —S,_ capacity required at the locating position. 

1° e eo ® CT Full line contact gives Timken - | ° e Pi : O bearings extra load capacity a 
~ Because the load is carried along a full line of contact be- ‘ es "call 

tween rollers and races, Timken bearings have extra load. @ |, a > | carrying capacity. And their tapered construction permits _ 7+... s : them to take radial and thrust loads in any combination. _ Te, 
Result: shafts are held in rigid alignment, shaft deflection . ..... °° & 
and end play are minimized, gears mesh smoothly, spindle Se 
precision is assured at high speeds. 

bout beari Want to learn more about earings 
e ene or job opportunities? 

SC Some of the engineering problems Timken bearings. And for infor- oy | you'll face after graduation will mation about the excellent job Le = involve bearing applications. For opportunities at the Timken Com- 2 oO i , help in learning more about pany, write for a copy of “This Is PANE bearings, write for the 270-page Timken”. The Timken Roller a \, General Information Manual on Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. i 

ea pf Pm) NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER C= THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER a> 

| PO eur OSPAT OFF Lo | e y= vianine taxts RADIAL @) AND THRUST ~®- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION HK TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS LN Aad 
Ros 
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soebeeeeceecceccceeeeeeeeeseeeseees
cessee sees seeensenescncceccseeeeeesseeessssseesssessseseseesesscesesereer seuss 

Pe ME Rec ee Ae 
Occ, IN fe ve i 7 * CH ne tN 

ee e See : oe er a $ 

¢ 5 oe : : ; 

3 F4D, “SKYRAY’— only carrier plane to 3 A4D, “SKYHAWK’'— smallest, lightest : RB-66 — speedy, versatile : 

: hold official world’s speed record 4 atom-bomb carrier 3 jet bomber : 

2 ecvceucosuecenccancensscanccessestceescceseesssesssensconssssceeseeeesreesecseseeee
cseseeeeee esse eeeeeeeere 

: : ; : 

: oa, a Fp / ‘ woos 
. : ° As - oe Ks ° 

: : : i : : 
: 7 3 : 

: A3D, “SKYWARRIOR’’— largest : C-124, “GLOBEMASTER”— world’s : DC-7 “SEVEN SEAS’'— America’s : 

° carrier-based bomber : largest production transport ‘ finest, fastest airliner : 

L cesececseccccnescceececsccsecescteneessesenccsssesssseesesesenesesesseeeesseeeseseseeeeeesse
s aa eseseee neers 

3 ; : 3 

: o : 
: ‘ os . . 3 
° ° i . ° 
: 5 ‘ : 

e : ° i ~ ° 

Engineers: : # irs e 3 ] / : J — : 
$ , : : : 

° 5 ae oe ° mee ° 
: : " : 

: “NIKE!— supersonic missile selected 3 p558-2, “SKYROCKET’’— first airplane me 

t 9 ¢ to protect our cities . to fly twice the speed of sound * 

At DOUGLAS you'll be joining a company in which the three to Challenging opportunities now y allenging oppor 
. fi . Nb sated with exist in the following fields: 

executive officers are engineers... you'll be associated with men machanical destgn 

i a oe . Structural design 

who have designed the key airplanes and missiles on the American Power plant ficatiation design 

. . : we Weapons delivery 

scene today ! Nothing increases an engineer’s ability faster than Aerodynamics 

. : . . Thermodynamics 

working with other engineers of top calibre. Electronic computers 
Systems analysis 

. . . Aircraft air conditioning 

Not only is Douglas the largest manufacturer of commercial aircraft Hydraulics 
Stress analysis 

in the world, but it also produces outstanding aircraft and missiles one 
coustics 

. 1 ‘ 4 * £ Electronics 

for every branch of the armed services! This diversity, besides he hantcallvest 

si . . . : Structural test 

giving you job security, provides unequalled opportunity Flight test 

. 7 Process engineering 

for the engineer with an eye to the future. Missiles 

ae Brochures and employment applications are available at your college placement office. 

ee . + . a 
(Losea f For further information relative to employment opportunities 

WC 7H at the Santa Monica, El Segundo and Long Beach, California divisions 

DOUG AS- ~~ and the Tulsa, Oklahoma division, write today to: 

~~ POUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC. 
5 *. oe C. C. LaVene, Employment Manager... Engineering General Office 

First in Aviation 3000 Ocean Park Blvd... Santa Monica, California 

nen SEEN 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No. 21 in a Kodak series’): ——rt~— 
. —. 
Kodak 

Me ag |) gi em 6vlUlUDE 
<= " a i 4 — . 

p 4 . . 7 : 

p . > — e ec cata eT — a ae ey 

lla ....|DLmrmr™C™t~————CiCOC A) | 

To create in steel the flowing lines of today’s cars, calls for metal of particular forming qualities. 

Y e Sleek styling starts with special steel: 
. . 

Photography turns chemtst—helps produce 17. 

Fenders, hoods, roofs and side panels vn A i 

call for best quality steel—and the a | ie 

watchful eye of photography guards _Dh0ULUlté‘(‘(<‘ aU oO” 
specifications and controls that quality. | bc Bee.) fe 

Car designers’ dreams come true only if steel forms / _ le a . _. py 

well under the pressure of deep drawing opera- fe 4 = -. Se 
tions. That takes a particularly high quality steel. 7 . @ go —_ °° < 

Great Lakes Steel Corporation, Detroit, Mich., I : “ ae. = —_ ‘ 

unit of National Steel Corporation, makes this At Great Lakes Steel a spectrogram is readied for reading in 
steel for the automobile industry. And to make the densitometer —one of the tests that assure quality steel. 
sure of its high quality they use photography. 
For example, during production, spectrograms — Behind the many photographic products be- 

show chemical make-up—insure the proper minute — coming increasingly valuable today and_ those 
quantities of alloying elements, and photomicro- being planned for tomorrow lie intriguing and 
graphs reveal crystalline structure. challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, 

Controlling quality is but one of the many ways design and production. 
photography works for modern industry. In small If you are interested in these opportunities in 
businesses and large it is aiding product design, science and engineering—whether you are a recent 
simplifying production, creating sales and expe- _ graduate or a qualified returning serviceman, write 
diting office routine. to the Business and Technical Personnel Dept. 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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In G.E.’s new Turbine Product Development Lab in — —_— ~~ _— i 
Schenectady, Ed Freiburghouse, RPI ’44, describes | 

q development engineering to students Bob Parker, Missis- | MAIL COUPON FOR CAREER INFORMATION 
sippi State ’56, and Don Williams, Yale ’55. Ed explains | MR. W. S, HILL ‘ 
the extensive development of new bucket designs for steam ENGINEERING PERSONNEL 
turbines which lead the way to increased efficiency and | GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
operating economy. | SCHENECTADY 5, N. Y. 

: Similar product development is being done in G.E.’s 132 — . 4 

emer plants in 101 cities and 24 states, offering you opportunity | Please send me your descriptive bulletin, ENS-P-5, on the 
for professional development in many engineering channels, G-E Engineering and Science Program, 
working with the more than 200,000 products G.E. makes | | 

4 for industry, the home, and defense. | 
The G-E Engineering and Science Programs train you NAME. ns eeeeccseececcnnseccnnteseecan neccnacescenseneconnas senaunennnanennnn 

in the field of engineering most suited to your interests and | 
aptitudes, such as development, design, or the laboratory. DEGREE 

i 95614 | COLLEGE nec eceentereentnrneee eB YEAR svnennenenecenenee 
| Progress /s Our Most Important Product | 

- ADDRESS cece snesneneneeeenentnnnnenenteenennneneeen | GENERAL @QELECTRIC | | 
| 

OO ee
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